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The Portland Daily Press Is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at 98,00 per year in ad-

j

vance, to which will be added twenty-five cents for
each three months' delay, and if not paid at the end

of the year the paper will be discontinued.
Single copies three cents.
The Maine State Press Is published every Thursday morning, at 92.00 per annum in advance; $2.25
if paid within six months; and $2.60, if payment be
delayed beyond the year.
Hates of Advertiaintc :
Transient Advertisements, $1.00 per square,
for three insertions or leas; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, $1.25 per square; 76 cent* per
week after. One square every other day one week,
91.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements,

Notices, in reading column*. 12 cents
per line fbr one insertion. No charge less than fifty
cent*.

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the 8tate) for 88 cent* per square in addition to the
above rates fbr each insertion.
Transient advertisement* must be paid for in advance.

ty* All communications intended for the paper
directed to the “Editor* <\fthe Pre**,” and
those of a business character to the Publisher*.
CJTThe Portland Daily and Maine State
pRsae Office, in Fox Block, No. 82$ Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and eve-

should be

aing,
evening.

morning

NOTICE
I have

to 9 in the

or

paper promptly transacted

on

application

HAVE BEEN RECEIVING

just

GOODS,
see

jor

Novelties!

-AT-

C.

XXL.

No army

ever

BABB’S,

CLAPP’S BLOCK.

Strict

thoroughly
deal of battle, as the

the issues to

so

appreciated
i>e tried by the or-

UNION FOREVER!

army of free
mustered in defence of law against

men

justice against systematic injustice. In the
ranks and at headquarters alike the conviction
is daily gaining ground and growing in intensity, that the prop and stay of tills rebellion
must be broken, that the hellish fire which
kindled the flames of civil war must he finally
quenched. From a letter sent us some time
since by an officer in the Sixth Massachusetts
regiment, and hitherto crowded out by the
pressure of news upon our columns, we select the following passages respecting the
emancipation policy of the President:
More than anything else—more than all the

Flour, Provisions

AT

Liverpool

Profits

annually

Summer
Is

Billets & Circulars in Every
Variety of Type,

AT

FURNlTrRF,
GLASS

Office No.74 Middle st**oppoMte Po»tofhce*
Portland. Oct. 17,18d2.
ocl7 dfcw

UNIFORMS,

CUSTOM

WORK,

Of every description, made to order and warranted

And other

New

to tit.

Or SrKiN<;riEi.i>, Maps.

The

Company,

COMPANY,
ESTABLISHED.!DECEMBER

1, 1843.

READY-MADE

CLOTHING,

AND

Berwick.
SURPLUS OVER 8200.000.

Or South

!

-Ever offered in Maine,

Company,

can

be

obtained at-

BURLEIGH’S,
All of which will be sold so
is faction to the purchaser.

as

to warrant entire sat*

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS £950,000.

OCR

Company,

Or Hartford, Comm.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER £300,000.

AGENT

Exchange

OF CLOTHS

AND TRIMMING GOODS

and

Are unlimited in
be sold very

Portland.

—

/STOCK

quantity, qnalitv

low, at wholesale

or

or

price, and

will

retail, for cash.

Buyers will do well to look at our stock before purchasing elsewhere, as it was bought before the great
rise on goods.

FOR THE

Liverpool, N. York & Philadelphia
Bay State Line

163 Nliddle Street,

of Steamers,

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.

RIVER TO NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

VIA FALL

Pieat.

10,1863.

short communication, descriptive and statistical, from this town would be
of Interest to your readers, I will attempt one
in brief. Waterville was incorporated in 1802.
The original settlement was made on the
present site of the village, at the head of Ticonic Falls.
Below the village the Sibasticook river
forms its juuctiun with the Kennebec. At the
point of confluence stands Fort Halifax, a two
story building constructed of hewn timbers,
with port-holes in the upper story, erected in
1154, by Gov. Shirley of Massachusetts, and
the last of the line of forts built on the ;
Kennebec river, as defenses, during the French
and Indian War.
Settlements were made in the vicinity of this
fort and were never abandoned, but steadily
increased, till the census of 1860 shows a po[iulation of 4302, and a valuation of $1,348,830.
When water power first attracted the attention of manufacturers, that of Ticoide Falls I
i
was pronounced second to none. It commands
the entire water ot the Kennebec with a full
a

Tortlmnd,.Inly 22,

j

1862.

Real

tP*Insure# Buildings, V<«*ela in port, Merchan*
di/c, Household Furniture, Ac., against loss by Fire.
£100,000 taken on any desirable Risk.
Losses paid at the Portland office.
ALSO, LIFE INSURANCE.

jan7

Estate,

GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE!
*
20 HI>USES, »t price* from *1000 to *5000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at prices from §200to §3000.
2.000. (100 feet of FLATS.
1.000.000 feet of LAND.
2 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Street.
MOSES

JANIES P. SLEEPER,

UNDERTAKER,

Ktantlv

on

hand all

the various

AND

Now in

kinds

74 Middle St.,
Up Stairs.

MACHINERY,

No. Ill Exchange Street, Portland,
Residence rear of 411 Congress Street, keeps con-

COFFINS

GOULD,

nov27dtf

Steam and Gas

nf

milK

subscriber would inform hit friends and the

X public,

CASKETS,

Fittings,

Ac.

that he may be found at

UNION STREET,
(until his shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any orders
for steam, gas and water pipes.
.Steam and Gas Fittings of all descriptions.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or
3 7

Use,

And will make o order
anything of this kind that
may be ordered, «t short notice, from the cheapest to
the VERY HK«T
B) giving rnv rtrict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the above, I can furnish mem cheaper than any
one else.
JAMES P. SLEEI’EK.
Aug. 6,1862.

!

Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery, Boilers, Water Tanks, kc.
Will devote his personal attention to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
terms.
IRA WINN. Agent.
dec!6 dtf

above the falls, all the water is again commanCOFFEE AND SPICE
ded with a fall of 17 feet. It is larger, more
reliable, and more secure from freshets than
J. GRANT
any other water power in Maine.
Water
enough passes idly by here every day to run ’Virol'M» respectfully give notice to his friends Hallway Chain*, and Track Irons.
T? and the
the factories of Lowell or Lawrence.
that notwithstanding the recent
The
public,
and their contents by lire, he is agaiu
rilHE undersigned has boon appointed Agent for
capitalists who built the Lowell factories first loss of histomills
furnish
prepared
! M. ilie sale of Marine Railway and other Chains,
came here, and much admired the location
in the United States and British North America,man|
was
but the privilege
held so high by the ownFRESH GROUND GOODS—as usual.
ufactured by Henry Wood & Co., of Liverpool,
ers that they were driven
away, and no maFor the present (and until the completion of the re- | Great Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Rail way Chains, made to order and to
has
of
been erected here
chinery
importance
building of his mills at 13 & 15 Union st.,) his place
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and waryet, nor probably will be until this generation | of business is at
ranted to tit. These chains are made of an iron peshall pass away, and titles to real estate
pass
culiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
4r9 Union
to other hands.
shows its average breaking strain to be 36 tons per
inch of sectional area. Parties wishing good and reThere are, however, manufactories of lum(2 doors from Middle Street,) where orders arc solicliable chains will do well to examine those in actual
ited for all kinds of
ber and shingles, a match factory, sash and
service.
blind, carriage and sleigh factories, n marble
Murine RailwayTraek Irons are drilled with the
Itonsl mid Cl round Coffee,
factory, a scythe anil hoe factory, an ax factocountersunk holes and the Bolts to match; also,
CREAM
*
of all kiuds. Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, und all
SPICES,
TARTAR,
SALERATUS,
ry, paper mill, tannery and fouudry.
Spikes
kinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
The Emerson stream,
SWEET HERBS, Iff'.,
running through the
quantity to suit; also, all kiuds of ships' Chain Carear of the town, also affords a
large and safe put up in every variety of packages desired by the bles. at lowest rates.
*"d warranted as 1 eretofore. (iratefVil for
water power.
The village is situated at the
Mr. <’. feels confident he can
supply the above arpast favor**, he will eudeavor to merit the continued
ticles on as favorable tonus as can be' obtained elsehead of navigation. A steamboat
plies be- Confidence of the
where.
Address
I.
HORACE
CRANDALL.
tween here and Bath In the summer season,
Union Street,
Sub-marine Engineer,
to jr
and before the advent of railroads there was
doci8 d&vviui
New
Portland, Mb.
janlu '62dlawly*
Bedford, Mass.

MILLS.

WILLARD PHILLIPS. President.
Stkvknh, Secretary.

Policies are issued on the life, or for a term of vears,
certain contingencies. Creditors may insure
their debtors on time.
"My object is to call attention to the fact that a
policy of Lite Insurance is the chea|>est and salest
inode of making a provision for one's family."—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, ai his office, or at their own
place of business, and assist them in making applications.
References in Portland may be made to the following parties: Messrs. H. J. Libby & Co., Steele &
IIayes. Ezra Carter, Jr., Messrs. How ard & Strout,
Leo. W. Woodman,Esq., Messrs. Johu Lynch & Co.,
llezckiah Packard, Esq.

JOSN W.

MUNGER, Agent,

No. 150 T’ore Street, hend of Long
dec!9
PORTLAND, ME.

rwsr urrit i;

Wharf,
eodly

...

Our

Styles

are

unsurpassed.

urjti/

RULES

presenting Stamps

for

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

ALL

Stamps

pre-payment

Applications

SAIL CLOTH.

UEORKE A.

UNBLEACHED CANVAS, WITH RED STRIPE,

and Manufacturer,
and is constantly manufacturing
IMPORTER

wTLLIA.n

bai on hand,
from the best

GOODS,

-COSSIBTIJfO

No* 120 Middle Street*

Bounty money, Bark Pay,

Commission

obtain from the
undersigned
prepared
THE
United States Government, 9100 Bounty Money,

Invalid

or

Soldiers

—

Ship

Pensions,

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded

Corner Commercial St. and

Pensions

Portland,

Procured for widows or children oi Officers and Soldiers who have died while iu the service of the Uni.
ted States.
Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back
Pay c<#
lected for Seam*»u and their heirs.
Fees, for each Peusiou obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will rece
prompt attention.
Post Office address

JOHM

.lami'D l>

Minin,.

nn

COAL

descriptions.
ALL FROM A O Nos. 1 TO 6.
ALSO OS HARD

WO033,

CORDAGE, &C.,

For sale

LE MESURIER &

by

CHAMPION,

MERCHANTS’

Eating

Peter Street,QUEBEC.
fcy.Snmplesou hand, and orders taken by
J. T. PATTEN St t'O..
Oct. 11—6m
Front Street, Bath
St.

0. D.MKUHILL.

EXCHANGE

well

BOSTON,

selected Stock of

a

full assortment

of

Olotlus,

34. 1S!3.

dtf

IF

the

building,

Exchange Street,

•

JOHN ROBINSON.
declfi tf
Portland, Dec. 15, 18*52

COAL

BROWN,

GARDI.1ER 4k

Best
;

Ambrotype

Opposite
Hare

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

est

Hard and Sod Wood.

and

the CuRtora

daily recniviug

on hand, and are
most oksirablk btvlkr

TRASK A LEWIS,
Square, h’d Preble St.

ST Market

July 14th.

ALSO,

Wh'f

(Formerly WILLIAM C. HOW

SAW VEH A WUITNEY.
juiaitf

the

lat-

of

Wood

Coal,

milk Koine for Saif.
inquiry at this office, or No. if2 Exchange St.,

Opposite

Smith's

Gentlemen’s
I

which

we

will sell at

to suit

Wharf.Portland,

PAINE.

J
f

nOYl

w. PEBKns &

Mx.

tf

co.,

IN

NTH. IYI STIFFS, CLASS IAH,

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, 4c.,
86 Commercial Street,

Jul29dkwly

Thomaa

Block,

PORTLAND. ME

attention given to ft'TTISO and
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOVS’ GARMENTS, by

Tttilor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland. Aug. 6.18«2.

JOHN

dly

l,V!H'H & COa

Wholesale Q-rooers,
AND-

CLOTHING,

prices

Roofing Slate,
Street,

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UKANITE STOKES.COMMERCIAL STREET.
(Opposite head of Widgery'R Wharf.)
lk«rili»n«l. Me.

Furnishing Goods,

Portland. Nov. 19.1962.

and

WILLIAM C. HOW,

98

-AID—

can

CO..)

275 Commercial

.4, D. KKEVIX

Styles of

READI-MADE

k

-Dealers in-

BI LL STOCK Or TtlK

Latest

dtf

Boys, Boys, Boys.

House,

Fancy Doeskins and Cassimeres.
A

1862.

HENRY L. PAINE & CO.,

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,

The public are reouested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those w ho pay cash.

Photograph,

or

I »u not till to etui at Ho 17 Market Square, where
XJ they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant natulhction. nt price rhich defy
competition.
N. B.—Large Atnbrotypen only Fifteen Out..

Mi«t<lle Street.

At

best quality, and

YOU

-Wist THR-

WHOLESALE DEALERS

and fitted it up anew, I am now ready to wait upon
my former customers and the public generally, at all
hours, with all the luxuries of the day.

LOBBERY,

hear of a chance to buy a "MILK
ROUTE," in wldch there is not a customer who has
fniled to pay his monthly bills■ A favorable chance
is thus ottered to any one who may wish to engage iu
the business, or to enlarge his present "route.'*
nor 12 eodtf

AND

large and

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.

join

House.

Having leased

Pure and Free Burning.

one

JOHN BOND.

Non. 17 A 19

Maine

a

—

prepared to make them np at short notice.
Call and See,

HENRY L.

SPRIXG .VOUXTAIX LEHIGH,
UAZELTOX LEHIGH.
COLERAIXE LEHIGH.
LOCUST MOUXTAIX,
JOHX'S,

BY

MERRILL.

augidly

CHEAP FOR CASH,

Officet Commercial St., head of

with fresh

EVES,

HAS JUST RKTVBRKD FRO*

Portland. Sept.

S, j

iu the best manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to

DELIVERED TO ANY PAST OF THE CITY.

THESE

And is

(O.,

set ui>

I. l>.

foals are strictly of tho
warranted to give satisfaction.

HE

Military

d&w6m7

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers, Wash Hotels, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, qf all kinds constantly on hand.
py All kiuds of fixtures for hot and cold water

Vifli.n

CUMBERLAND

Shaw k Co.)

Clotha, Cassimerea and Veatinga!

Bath

THE GEXUIXE

C.

YORK

With

Long Wk’ty

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

State Treasurer.

&

—

NEW

JOSEPH HALM.

I. D. 71EKHI EL A

Hon. Joseph B. Hall,
Sec’v of State,
VI

LOTH BOP,

The Tailor,

Stores,

P L XT :\I B E R

Augusta, Me.

sep‘20d& wl4tf

D.

—

Water

II 011

-A..

Ale.

YKATOM,

August 2, 1W2.

references:

Lot M. Morrill,
U. S. Senate,

DL’RAK.

usual,keeps constantly supplied

Also

Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
purchasing Cargoes and Charters for venae!*.

ana

SETH E* BE EDI

Hon.

oatit.

J. K.

MIDDLE STREET,

88

HALE.

and Cabin

trareling

MOULTON3 BLOCK*

or

disabled bv sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

(Office No. 9 State House.)

As

PARKER.

AMD DKALKUH IM

a

vll ami fashionable BOOTS *and SHOES, in evef K rv variety and style for g»iitlemeu a and la^^dies wear, and invite all his old customers
and the public
generally to give them a call whenever they desire to replenish their
‘’understandings.”
W. W. L. is agent for the Leavitt and Wilcox
k fiibbs SKWlXta-MACHlXES. augfi—dmd

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS

dying

W.

No.

Tlerchants,

to

for

iltim

(Formerly

dly

YEATON Ac

And Pension*.

1&2.

Tnilor,

i# Hair Mattreeecg renovated. Furniture repaired and rtnitbr*. Chain re-caned in an Improved manner. Secoud-hand Furniture bought,
sold or exchanged.
Jul30d6m

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

is

X).

BOOTS, SHOES A RUBBERS.

SPRIXG-BEDS, MATTRESSES, PEW-CUS111UXS, fc., fc. %
148 Exchange Street, Portland.

all of which will be sold on the most rtunonabletttrwit
m all before purchasing elsewhere.

SIOO

NAVY

and Fashionable Slock of the abort arat this establishment, com-

W.

i.

AMUFAC'TORV,

max be found
ererr do crlpriou

Ju.

Lounges, Bedatenda,

COLLARS, MI FFS, CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, Ac., Ac.,

V

R

ticles
ALA

prising

FURNITURE,

OF-

CAPES,

novSl

HAur,

...

HI

No. 185 MIDDLE STHEET.

UPHOLSTERER

All the Latest Styles of
FUR

DU RAM’S

AND

Trunks !
PORTMANTEAUB,

-and-

Grain,

Portland, Aug. 6.1862.

STREET,

Of various

ROPE

MyAL^ES,

EXCHANGE STREET,

98

(A substitute for Cotton.)

BOLT

Trunks !

MV

SilSSKRAW,

stock,

arranged and set up in the best manner, ana ail or*
ders in town or
country faithfully executed. All
kinds of
promptly xtteuded to.
Constantly on band. Lad Pipes and Sheet Load,
and Beer Pnmpa of Ml kinds
JulylSdly

Jobbing

Perllaad, Me.
Je23tf

A. D. REEVES,

daw

NO. 120 MIDDLE

n

Warm, Cold and Skmrrr Balkt, Watk Bov It. Bratt
and Silver Haled Coekt.
Description of Water F lxtnre tor Dwelling Houses. Hotels. IhibJie Buildings. Ships, he.,

EVEKT
I

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

BLEACHED FLAX DICK, WITH HUE STRIPES.

g

ar.iuuLii

ARMY

SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

Portland. June %, 1862.

redemption

must
to the different denominaseparate tin in
tions, and enclose each in a small parcel, and endorse
thereon the nuiiitier and value ot the same.
The parcels must then be enclosed in one sealed envelope,and
the
value of the whole marked thereon,
aggregate
with the uame and residence, or place of business, of
the person, firm, or association owning the same.
2. But out* deposit of Stamps will be received from
the same partv. The parcels as received will he numbered regularly; and a receipt with a
corresponding
uuml>er and name thereon, giveu to the applicant.
3. No payments will bo made until after the expiration of 3rt days from the date of this notice.
L
4. When payments are ready to be math-. the publie will be notified thereof by notice posted in the
Avenue of the Post Office, stating the numbers ready
for delivery, vqfeen the holders thereof may receive I
their payments on surrendering the receipts held by I
them
5. Only such Postage
as have been in ncj
tual circulation as currency will be redeemed. Those
of the old issue, and those which have been used for 1
of postage, if any—w hich fact will i
the
be determined by this Department—will lx* retained
by the Postmaster and des roved. Stamps which
have not been used us currency or in payment of
postage will lx* returned to Depositors.
6.
for redemption can be made daily
—Sum lays excepted—between the hours of 9 am.
am! 3 p. m until the 31st day of January, 1^)3. None
will be recti red erfter that date.
7. The undersigned is authorized by th«- Postmaster
(Jenerai, whenever he may deem it expedient for the
interest of the Department, to require an affidav it
from any applicant for the redemption of Postage
.Stamps, that he obtained the said stamps honestly
and legitimately, and that they have never been used
on letters.
A. T. DOLE, Postmaster.
Post Office, Portland, January 1, 1863.
jau2 tf

ur

Excbahoi Stkxkt, Portlasd. Mb.

Mo. 114

BRADLEY.

Flour and

Commercial Street.

ruKTLAAD.

be observed by persous presenting POSTAGE
STAMPS lor redemption.

MARINE

street.,

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,

FROST,
ADDISON FRYE.

W. C.

PEARCE,

-MAKER OF-

FRYE,

Corn, .Heal, Oats, Rye, Feed,
Ground Rock Salt, Ac.

Corn,

AND

after.

according

INVESTMENTS !

together

hand.

on

A.

PLUMBER,

DEALERS IS

paid by this Company

Premiums may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
semi-annual payments; or when tor whole life, they
may be paid half cash, and the balance in cash on
five vears, with interest.
Amount taken in one
risk, is

TO
1. Persona

dBm

tf

FURNISHING

fastidious.

most

Back Pay. Ac., for heirs of Officers
iu the U. S. service.

AND THJt—

A

mend them to my customers,
i’ortland, Nov. l.lixfi.
nov3 tf

vears.

STEAMSHIP COMPANY,
—

WILLIAM

Mkssrs Flout k Fry shaving leased
ray Milland
purchased my stock and trade, I cheerfully recom-

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

or on

N*w York.

ot

Executed in taste to suit the

divides its net earnings to the life
as some companies

Amount of ( ash Dividend
in 1868 to Life Members was

Bksj. F.

law,

Upholstering,

ALBERT WEBB A CO.,

915,000.
FREE POLICIKS.
Premiums may be paid in teu years—no forfeiture

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins. Co.

milk Streets

Of every description, including Taylok’s 8ur>
hcpeoKTiuo UsAwti. the best kind ever made.
AV All orders for Repairing Furniture, Varnish*
Chair gearing. Glaring, he.,
mg.
promptly attended to.
]ul81tf

Corner Exchange k Federal Streets.

Floor,

city.

-C. H. B.also manufactures-

have taken Store

stantly

Printing,

Company
THIS
(not in scrip
policy holders,live
do,)in cash, every

be told cheaper than at any other place la

show-cases, nests, and drawer-work

No. lOO Commercial Stre«t,
Commercial Wharf—where we shall keep con-

DOCUMENTS executed with

BLAKE'S,

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.

IVORY, ROSE, CROrKITRY,
AND EARTllFS WARE.

WE

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of

$335,000.

largest and best selected stock of

Piscataqua Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

Odin1—rorurr

Oil—for mending

AM AU1 AH

SHOP

Boston, Mass.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8200,000.

JEtna Life Insurance

LAW

H.

the

Tortiand, Nov. 1, 1W2.

England Life Insurance

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8200,000.

£100,000.

C.

No. 30 UNION STREET.

Ooment,
or

Style,

ARB AT-

near

CASH CAPITAL, 92.37 2,945 74, INVESTED.

Hampden Fire Insurance Co.,

Capital,

In the Neatest

Copartnership Notice.

Boston.

Brooklyn, New York.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8300,000.

Or Banuok, Me.
paid in and invested according to

ed and trimmed

IVIEKDIXQ

have this day associated ourselves
under the name aud style of

LIFE inSORANCE.

officers, made to order, from the best material,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

Or

Cash

riKUCED WITH HOLES k ULLTENED
WHEN DESIKED.

Deeds, Law Briefs, Eqnity Cases,

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..

Union Fire Insurance

Of LADING.

Dispatch.

Of Hartford, Ct.
CASH CAPITAL AND SUBPLUS 8350,000.

CAPITAL AND

To b« found in thi* city, of every description, finish-

It is invaluable for soleing or
patching Boots and
Shoes, aud for ocmeuting Leather.BeItJng it has no
equal.
CT“ Only 26 Cents per Bottle, at

povIT

BURLEIGH'S.

MILITARY

Charter Oak Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

Of

—AND—

CASKETS,

THO«. H. POOR.

OR

Insolvablc in Water

Maine.

selling, regardless of Cost,

75 per cent, to the dealers

Fire Insurance

COFFINS

And will

Clothing

For

Conway

je24tf

Hilton’s

fAGS

BBST

large aud well selected stock of

FROST

and London Fire and Life Insurance Co.

divided.

ox
to

FOR SOEEIXG

and

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER #600,000.

THE

POOR,

Hoots and Shoes.

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH'S.

Agency.

PORTUAMD, ME.
Q. Twitch.ll jum.Mm Jn't P. Chnmplin.

John

Drug Store!

CHAR, P. CROSS! AX

THE NEATEST MANNER.

DOW,

CASH

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,
Block,

85 Commercial St., opp. Thomas

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, Ac.,

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

description,

Of every

Lorill&rd Fire Insurance Co., of the City
of New York, No. 104 Broadway.

Letter from the Kennebec.
Jan.

of

CHANPUN,

merchants.

AMD DEALERS IV-

LORING’S DRUG STORE,

TICKETS FOR SALE.

Watebviixe,

|

State

&

Commission

dispensary

SPARROW,

for the

TWITCHELL

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furuishiug the unrest chemicals aud best stock
of drugs the market affords, aud a careftil attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.

GOODS,

NlfclTAK

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 810.(100.000.

passed.

Believing

General Agent

Promptly Executed

Ukon .torn,
75 MIMIr Street,
HAVE
(!■
Block,) and respectfully invite public attheir

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

COMPANY IN THE
UNI TE D S TA TES.

and

Press Off loo.

finery,

e

OE

—AT THE—

Street,

CROSMAN A
tention

BAAK-CBECKS, AOTES, AAB BILLS

HO^KKS.
janl 8m

Narine. Fire k Life Insurance

•

of the

fiVRLElGU S,

103 Middle Street.

Street,

C'lJAP. 8.

JOHN E.

Every Variety

Further information will be cheerfully furnished
application by mail or otherwise to

CO.,

Neatly

Association,

HATHAWAY,
Agent, Washington, D. C.

Ft

Orders,

OTHER EiSOS

PRINTING,

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
Je28dtf

any work demanded iu thin State

Style and Cost.

Forfeiture,

OTHER

WARREN

AMD

JOHN B. BROWN 4c SONS,

Fancy Types,
Sugar

Produce

January 1st. 1863.

Since I have been out here I have seen this
institution and its effects as never before. Bad
as it is for the negro, it is infinitely worse for
the white man. His acres are lean, bis business wretched, his feelings always troubled lest
his “riches shall take legs” in the absence of
“wings,” his institutions miserable—religion
and education at the lowest ebb—his physical
and mental development meagre, and everything around bim ruined, except the “nigger,”
and Tie, fat, good-natured, and enjoying a sort
of animal happiness. Not what it might be,
but enough to show that God is redeeming his
promise ever to be with the oppressed. Is it
not a singular fart, that the white mans victim should be the only person or thing in the
white man's power that slavery does not hopelessly curse and destroy ?
Our only way out ol Ibis horror now blinding
the nation, is by the door of justice to the oppressed. We must “let the people go," at any
rate. If it be through the lied Sea, still they
must go.
But I did not think of writing more than a
few lines. May the people of Mnine who have
done so much, continue to do until the great
end we seek is accomplished. It cannot lie
liar off. When it comes, they will have the
certainty of having done their duty in the
greatest crisis through which any nation ever

Correnpondonce

ANY

to do

Maine State

on

PORTLAND, Me.
JOHN T. ttOOERB.

will affect for good the fate of our counOh Happy New Year for outraged
Ethiopia, and Happy New Year for enfranchised America! In the absence ol the event
then to be inaugurated, all other successes
would have been partial and incomplete. Hut
with that event, a sublime enunciation and
glorious illustration of justice, begins a new
era more glorious than our country could otherwise have known. At lengtli we can see
the way out of that labyrinth in which our
departure from right had involved us. The
sword shall justly sever the chain that binds
tlie hondinan to his disloyal master, and the
President’s message proposes the plan by
wtjich loyal slaveowners can he released from
that which curses them more than it does
their victims—conqiensated emancipation—
“a bridge of gold for the retreating fiend,” in
the eloquent phrase of Charles Buinner. Thus
will the living liody of Liberty be saved, by
ridding itself of the foul carcass of slavery.
•

and

No. 129 Commercial

try.

•

!

adequate

COUPO NS,

Town Motes and

ME.

J. W.

■New

AND WHOLESALE DEALER* IN

next

*

Headquarters

WITH

—

Soldiers’ Belief

AND

Corporation Bonds,

and

AtiEACI

^

Business Cards of

and upon which the premiums cease at the end often
years, whereby under any and all circumstances the
money paid cannot be lost, but the original desigu of
the assured bo attained, either in whole or in part, in
exact proportion to the amount of
premium paid.
No better evidence is needed of tne prosperity and
success of this (’ompauy than Hio
fact shown by the
recently published official reports, viz: that

GREAT EXCITEMENT

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

victories wc can win in the field, however brilliant they may be, the first day of January

•

Latest tiro in

good

>

It is a purely mutual company, all its profits being
divided among its members annually.
In addition to all the various forms of Whole
Life. Short Term, Endowment and Annuity
which it issues, we invite special attention to
policies
{
a new feature iu Life Insurance introduced
by this
i Company some two years since, viz: the issuing of

NEW REOBUITS WANTED!

General

anarchy, of

iHAlAi:

Their Establishment is furnished with all the
am-

in its Risks, and Safe Investcharacterite its management.

to

Work

PORTLAND,

No. 275 F

Book and

dir

TOWN

AKD ALL

and their assortment of

8TREET,

Portland, AognM6, 18S2.

Communications to be addressed to

ISSUED A LARGER NUMBER OF LIFE
POLICIES DURING THE YEAR 1861, THAN

now

Je23tf

JOB PRINTING

Tailor,

•

EX CHANCE

98

THOMPSON,

—

machinery,

REEVES,

prepared to receive orders for

since

Life Policies not subject

Cot. made and trimmed bj

Corner of Pearl and Federal Sta«.

Proprietor* of the Portlaito Daily Prui
erpeetftiliy invite attention to their fhcilitie* for excutinz, in beautiful atyle, every deecriptlon of

IT

JOII\ T. ROGERS A

Is

The

Economy—Care
ments,

H.

foxf

A, D.

Work.

Marble Chimney Pieces. Monumental
Grindstones.

oved modern

Watch-Maker,

SU Cent*., Pants, Vests, Jackets,
-lut- Ladies’ Riding Habits, Ac.,

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

of the Oldest, Safest and most Successful
Life Companies in the United States, and affords to
Persons wishing to participate iu the benefits of Life
Insurance, advantages not excelled, and iu some respects not equalled by any other iu this country.

dec29 eodtf

constantly on hand, at
LORING’S DRUG STORE,
Corner of Exchange Street.
j*n5

took the field that

Marble

PORTLAND, MAINE.

one

p.rtlaad. Ma.

ftetlon.

WorkaO Union Bt., and 233 A 235 Fora St.,
jnltdtf
PORTLAND, ME.

J.

Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollars.
It is

I3 113 E S

A Soldier on the President's Proclamation.

STREET,

Second Floor,

BOOA AND

J. CROSS,

Retail.

or

GAS FITTING,
Done in the best manner.

dftwtf

has

gv

STEAM AND

upwards of

Choice Imported Cigars

Correspondence of the Press.

sale

its organization to
Company
paid
THIS
Widows, Orphans and Creditors of the Assured,

American Silks

Our assortment of

COMMUNICATIONS.

Fox Block,

TWO MILLIONS AND A QUARTER.

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

i« worthv of *11 >bl. bodied men who love a
smoke. MEERSCHAUM »nd BRIER-ROOT

Printing Office,

No. 8*1 EXCHANGE

New York Eire Insurance C'oinp'y,
Established in 1845—Net Capital over

Everybody will buy

celebrated “Mayapple" braud.

above

|

C.

141 MIMIr Sir..,,

OV

Cocks, Valve., Pipes and Connection., Whole-

8 tea in

Book and Job

Mutual Life Insurance.

oc29dtf

WINSLOW, Agent,

AM IVIKY DESCRIPTION OF SAC1INKRY,

Insurance Co*«; j

First Clash

June 23.

95 MIDDLE STREET.

and ttrona. Also, a flue assortment
of SATl HAL LEAF TOBACCO, including the

as

following

BUSINESS CARDS.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

POWER

I

Fire ami Marine Ins* Co.,
Of Providence.
Perfect Security, which ought always to t>e the
first consideration iu effecting insurance, is here offered to the public, at the lowest rates of premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office in “Boyd’s Building,” opposite Post Office.

Prices to suit the Times !

fine lot of

a

of the

Equitable

they offer at

Novelties!

STEAM

Relief Fire Insurance Company*
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 8-60,000.

-AND-

ty Call in bclorc purchasing elsewhere, and
yourself !

J. L.

MANUFACTURER

ep nblic Fire Insurance Company*
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, #312,000. |

Olotliing,

Which

INSURANCE.

National Insurance Company.
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Surplus *600,000.

XILLICKINICK TOBACCO,

Printing of every description executed
KJT“
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the ofJob

fice

received

Agent

New and Desirable Styles of

FURNISHING

BUSINESS CARDS.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

POKTLAKD, ME,,

ROLLINS & BOND
Cloths,

NO. 174.

PRINTING.

WARREN SPARROW,
Office 74 Middle* cor* of Exchange St**

No. 05.Middle Street

SMOKERS!

TO

FIRE

-AT-

We have also one newsjmper, the Eastern
Mail, sheet undoubtedly familiar to you,
which furnishes us all local news, and tells us
when we marry and when we die.
There are but few places in the State that
present greater inducements for profitable investment of capital than this; none that offer
better facilities for education, whether academic or collegiate; none more central or easy
of access to the business man; none more
comfortable for the man retired from business;
and we need only a little energy, with the employment of what capital we have and a proper improvement of our water power, to make
us one of the most
thriving villages in the
State.
Fi’li.eb.

tqnare for first week,

INSURANCE.

AVAV FALL GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

have a Unitarian, Universalis-, Congregational, Baptist, and Methodist churches.

Business

from 7 o'clock in the

MISCELLANEOUS.

we

flAOOper

square per week.
Special Nqticbs, 91.60 per
91.00 per week after.

a good deal of
boating on the river, as all
the merchandise of the upper Kennebec passed
through here. The Somerset and Kennebec
railroad passes through the village, and the
Androscoggin & Kennebec, and Penobscot
& Kennebec roads had their junction here, until recently they were consolidated under the
It will be seen
name of tiie Maine Central.
that Waterv'lle is easy of access, amt possesses superior water power.
Waterville College is pleasantly situated
North of the village, on the bank of the rivcr.
It was chartered in 1820, and has been
liberally cared for by its denominational
friends, but has received little or no aid from
the State until recently. It was very flourishing at the time the war broke out. but a
large portion of the students have enlisted in
their country’s cause.
The board of instruction is ample and wellqualified, and I know of no college in the
country where a young man can get a better
education than here.
We have three hotels which provide for the
wants of the
traveling community, and three
banks to provide capital for our business.—
Tlconic Bank has#100,000capital: Waterville
Bank, #100,000; and the People’s, #75,000;
making an aggregate of #275,000.
W’e look well to the welfare of the soul: for

JANUARY 14, 1803.

the times
dtf

JOHN

LYNCH.

VALEO

JeSSdtf

BARKEN,

THUS.

LYNCH

•

___

Gen. Batter's Views

THE DAILY PRESS.

New York last week, on his way
home to Lowell, Gen. Butler was waited upon
a Committee of the Chamber of Commerce,

While

PORTLAND, MAINE

regular

daily

largest

paper in

Orleans.

The

following,

as

given by

Exceptions to the Governor’s Message.
Afew day’ssince the Advertiser,whose editor
is a member of the Legislature,took occasion to
criticise the message of Gov. Coburn, particularly that portion which relates to national affairs. We give a few samples:

[SPECIAL DISPATCH

Mr.
torial
After

J
j

|
!

j

consequence of their wounds or from sickness,
Capt. John A. Ayer, ItHU Maine, shot in
the leg; Harrison
Young, 4th Maine rifles,
wounded in left leg; and L. B.
Veuey, 4th
Maine, sick.
are

to be

says we

disheartened about the

war.

On the tirst
of

Emancipation;
-Ht

page—A

Soldier's

Opinion

Letter from Waterville.

On the fourth

page—Miscellany.

tlie Committee say:—
According to the foregoing returns, Messrs.
Spring, Philhrook, and Klliott, are elected
Mr.
and there appears to be one vacancy.
Cram lacking eleven votes of a majority, llut
on an inspection of the copies of votes as returned from Brunswick, it appeared that
Messrs. Spring, Philhrook. and Cram received
It was
each 301 votes, and Mr. Klliott 386.
suggested by Mr. Klliott that the return was
erroneous, he having received less than the
others, and he presumed it should be g.Sfi instead ol the above number, and advised a reference to the records to determine.
The
Town Clerk of Brunswick was called upon,
who forwarded a true copy of the votes as actually given. The suggestion of Mr. Klliott
was verified, and the copy transmitted to the
office of the Secretary of State was conclusively shown to lie erroneous. The Committee therefore adopt the vote as actually given.
The w hole number of votes are thus shown to
be 10,800. Necessary to a choice, 5,405; and
Messrs. Spring, Phiibrick, Cram, and Elliott,
were declared to be elected.”

The hour having arrived for both branches
to meet in convention for the purpose of filling
the Senatorial vacancy in Aroostook, the Senate

as being presaccompanied to the Governor
and Council by Mr.Woods,where he was qualified. He then appeared and took his seat.
Communications from Messrs.
Holden,
Prescott, Woodbury, Bell, and Rich, accepting
the office of Councillors, and from Mr. Stetson
declining the same, were read.
The Joint Standing Committees were an-

nounced

us

he 120, all of which were for Isaac
and he was declared elected.

Adjutant General, transmitting the informarequired about advances made by the

tion

Bunks, which was referred to the Committee
Finance.
Communications were received from Messrs.

on

Holden, Bell, Woodbury, Prescott, and Rich,
accepting, and from Charles Stetson declining,
the office of Councillor to which they had,
severally, been elected.
The Joint Standing Committees were announced.

I SEE SENATE PROCEEDINGS.]
Sundry petitions were presented and

|

Deer Die, of the House.
Manufactures.—Crain, Jordan, an Hoberts. of
the Senate; Bisbeeof ( ainden, Parwell of Lewiston,
Lowell of Saco, Ward well of Buiutbrd. Lyman of
Mac bias. Swift of Brunswick, at.d Lib bey of Waterville, of the Houm*.
ItAitr<>ad*, Wags and Bridges.—MiUikcn of Kennebec, Elliot and him r^m of the Senate: llaydeu of
Hath, McLeilan of Portland, Hobson of Wiscasset,
lliucks of Bucksport, Biadlord ol Winthrop, Warren of Yeazie and Page of Berw ick of the House.
Interior Waters.—Heed, Smith and l*ike, of the
Senate; Moore of Bancroft, Eaton of Prospect,
Tucker of SaiijM-rviilc, Sticknev ol Porrv. l uster of
Bowdoiu, Dolbicr of Kiugsbcry and McMastersof
Pittstield, of the House.
Claims.—Elliot, Morrow and Plummer, of the
Senate; Boss of Keuiiebuuk, Low ol Y as-a l boro,
Deshon of Hartford, Eddy ot Corinth, Porter of
j Orneville, Hincks ot Buck .-port and Sleeper of So.
Thoinaston, of the House.
Mititarg Pensions.—Philbrick, Dor* and Moore, of
the Senate; Bubiusou of Sumner, Ayerot Monmouth
E\ansof Stoueham, <.ilir.an of lA*\ant. llolbiook of
| Oxford, Feinald ol Elliot and Gooch ol Yarmouth,
j of the House.
Insane //os/dfo/.—Seabury, Spring and White, of
!
the Senate; Blake of Parmington,Turner of Augusta. Bobbins of Norridgwock, Bigby of
Newbnry,
Watts of New Gloucester. Small of Machiasport,
Welt of Waldoboro, of the House.
Reform School.—Steveus. Milliken of Hancock and
Beal, of the Senate; Trundy of Searsport, Davis of
Buxton, Worcester of Portland. Lawrence of ( astiim,
I lloxie of Pairtield, Frye of Moutville aud Perkins
i of Kenuebunkport, of the House.
State Prison.—White, Seabury and Elliot, of the
Senate; llazeltine of Belfast, Burgess of Oldtown,
Lowell of Saco, Perkins of Penobscot. Poster of
Newry. Moore df Bancroft and Elurcd ot Belgrade,
of the House.
|
Public liuildings.—Pilte, Beal and Hacker, of the
| of the Senate;
Holyoke of Brewer, ( taw ford of
Searsmont, Baker of Albion, Shea of Lisbon, Bruce
of Somerville, Jones of Brighton and Boothby of
Parsonsfield. of the House.
and Peter*, of the SenLibrary.—Woods,
ate; Butler of JIallowell, Bos* of Alfred. Blake of
of
Portland.
Bangor. Kingsbury
Hathaway of Skowhegan, Douuell of Aina and Davis of Solon, of the
■

House.
An order

passed

inquire

tee

that the

Judiciary Commitexpediency of making
for raising money as

into the

valid loons of towns

bounty

to

volunteers.

Mr. Elliot introduced a hill to amend the
relating to Executors ami Administrators.

laws

At 12 o’clock tile Senate
for

a

proceeded to ballot
United States Senator for six years from

The whole number of ballot was

Necessary

for

a

20

choice

14

lion. Lot M. Morrill had

25

Win. I*. Haynes,
1
A message was sent to the House and also
to the Governor, notifying them of the election.
The Senate then went into Convention with
House for the purpose of qualifying the

the

Councillors elect.

After

returning,the Senate

adjourned.
ItOl'SE.

Tuesday.
Mr.

Smith

qualified, and

Prayer by

Penney.

appeared,

was

took his seat.

On motion of Shaw of Portland, the use of
the Hall of the House on Wednesday and

Thursday evenings, 21st and 22d instant, was
granted to Rev. Cyril Pearl.
House concurred in passing the order referring all petitions presented after February 15,
to the next Legislature. Also referring that
part of the Governor's message relating to an
Agricultural College, to the Committee on the
Governor's message.
Order in relation to
!

a

Committee on

print-

and binding, was passed in concurrence;
and Messrs. Hobson of Wiscassett. Hopkinson
of Fort Fairfield. Chase of Turner. Rogers of
Kittery, ami Thing of Mt. Vernon, were joined.

ing

On motion of Mr.

UVIVU

the Ju-

tv WUBIUVI

reported the whole

number

Necessary

to

choice,

a

”0.

Hon. Lot M. Mobbill had
Hon. Win. P. Haines
“
Hon. Edward Kent
II on. I. Washburn, Jr.,

95
42
1
1

The report was accepted, and Hon. Lot M.
was declared elected oil the
part of the

Morrill

House,

and

message
to the Governor.
a

A convention

to

that effect

sent

was

formed for the purpose
Councillors, after which the

of

was

i|ualifying
House adjourned.

For the

Daily Tress.

The
stands

political complexion
ns

of

the

follows:

Republicans,
Democrats,
Independent Republican,
—[Advertiser.

House
10*5
44
1

Total,

151

“Independent Republican” caucus, presumed
to have been held in a private parlor of one
of the leading hotels at Augusta, to nominate
aVandidate for tUe U. S. Senate.

The pro-

ceedings, written out at length, would read
something as follows:
Pursuant to call, the Independent
Republimember of the House met in caucus at
!
Room No. —, anil was called to order
by Mr.
j Smith, on whose motion the gentleman from
it estbrook was called to the chair. Frank
Smith was appointed Secretary.
1
The chairman read the call, and
spoke with
! evident warmth and
emphasis of the import|
ance of the movement, in order to relieve the
! •State of the odium of an
“abolition” repre;
sentative in the lT. S. Senate, and to put in
uis place a mail oi sound conservative
views,
I
who will favor compromise, peace, ami the
Crittenden resolutions, and by whom “what
ever intervention, and wherever
coming, can
{ serve to restore
|>eace to the nation, or the nation to peace, will lie deemed an
acceptable
] gill of Providence, ami a God-send of immeasurable blessings to this, and all kindred nacan

tions.”

1

The remarks of the eloijnent speaker were
greeted with rounds of applause. On motion
of F. (). J. Smith, a committee
consisting of
Messrs. Smith, Frank Smith, (the
Secretary)
and the editor of the Advertiser, (who had
been courteously invited to occupy a seat in
tiie caucus) was appointed by the chair to
receive, sort and count the votes for a candidate for the i\ S. Senate, to be supported by
the Independent Republican member of the
House. The committee attended to their du-

ty, and reported

as

follows:

Whole number of

Necessary

to

a

ballots,
choice,

1

fp

Francis Ormand Jonathan Smith,

1

Cony of Augusta, the

people have more confidence in the bills
of local banks than in any other paper currency: and lienee they eagerly seize upon the
bills of those banks, with which they are acquainted, and

keep them.”
banks, chiefly from
banks in Boston, have Increased within the
year by $2,850,7:38. Very many of the banks,
including some whose circulation is beyond
the legal limit,could redeem the whole amount
The balances due our

call in Boston. The report advises a reduction of the excessive circulation by drawing against the Boston balances, and also: by

at

keeping on

hand and paying out government
for a time.
The increase of deposits, $1,558,857, is certainly evidence of confidence in the prudent
notes

management of the banks. The loans have
changed in character, rather than in amount,

having increased by only $289,140, but embracing over $1,740,000 loaned on public securities, while the amount of private indebtedness is much less than last year. Many
towns, in paying bounties to their soldiers and
providing for their families, have been large
borrowers; and to these wants must be added
those of tlie .State and of the nation.
The overdue paper of 1801 amounted to

5770,115.37; this sum has increased in 1802 to
$1,109,800.01. “It cannot be good banking,”
says the Report, “which accumulates so large
an amount of overdue paper.” The Commissioners also call attention to the discreditable
and unwise practice of declaring dividends
from

profits,

which have not been earned. The
tables show that the system has not been

wholly discontinued.
But little specie has been withdrawn from
the banks. It was supposed that on the suspension of specie payments, directors, tempted
by the high rates commanded by gold and silver, would make haste to sell at a large premiwhatever coined money

um

5-8

1
And Hon. F. O. J. Smith was declared to lie
unanimously nominated as the candidate of
the vigorous and />romirtnu Independent Republican organization of Maine for Senatorial
honors. The candidate was loudly called for,
and responded in a brief speech, in which he
declared that intervention didn't mean intervention, and that deadly hostility to slavery
in 1S56 was perleclly compatible with defense
of slavery, as a God-ordained institution, In
1802.
Alter the adoption of a series of resolves,
offered by Mr. Smith, of Westbrook, and brief
speeches from the editor of the Advertiser,
the Hon. Mr. Smith, and the gentleman from
“Forest Home," in which the candidate \Tas
highly eulogized for giving $500 to encourage
men to enlist in a war in which he gently advises them to revolt againt authority, to a)>point their own leaders, and to take the conduet of tiie war and the terms of peace into
their own hands, and for offerihg to loan the
government a very large sum of money for
purposes,

b iiiiii me

euiior oi

tnc

Aiivcr-

tiser said it would be bad policy in the State
to accept, the caucus dissolved with three
cheers for the candidate, three for the chairman, and throe for the secretary, and a “tiger”
for the “bully editor” of the Advertiser, and
adjourned to the bar to “iicker up." and treat
“L. S. C.”
good resolution.
Report of the Ba nk Commissioners.—
are indebted to the courtesy of A. C. Roli-

We

hins, Esq., for

a copy of the Annual Report of
the Rank Commissioners of the State of Maine

1802. The commissioners, having visited
all ‘he banks and savings institutions in the
State, report the same number in operation,

sixtv-nine. as last year, with
ital of $7,983,000.

an

aggregate cap-

Tile only increase of capital during the year
has been made in the Merchants Bank of Portland. The capital stock of tlds bank is now

♦300,000, showing an iucrease of $14,100,
others exhibiting no change since the last

nil
re-

port.
On the other hand the circulation has iucreosed

by $1,890,510, over 30

per cent., withof the soundest

in the year, and in many
banks in the State exceeds the legal limit.
One cause is undoubtedly the fact, that the

money drawn from our banks for bounties
for [laying off regiments in the State, and for
the settlement of allotment rolls sent home,
has not found its way into the usual channels

of trade, and with

a

the

instance ui

knowledge

iuc

State has decreased
our

in their pos-

tviimi was route

of the Commissioners.

the amount of specie in all

By

was

by only

to

Indited

the banks of the
some

*40,(XK).

special despatches

it will be

able Senator, lion. Lot M. Morrill, has i»een re-elected lor six years from the
4Lli of March next.
seen

that

our

She a woman in another column picking Sainbuc
Grapes, for Speer'j* Wine. It is an admirable article
used in hospitals, and by the first families in Paris
London and New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfaction.

dec22

dly

Review ol the Market,
For the week ending Jan. 14. 1*03. prepared expressly for tlie Press, by Mr. M. N. Rich.
Xote.—We wi-h it to be understood that our quotations represent prices of large lots from first hands,
unless otherwise stated, and that in filling small orders, higher rates have to be charged.
ASHES.—Prices are teuding upwards for both
though sales continue to be made

Pots and Pearls,
in this market at

7ja,8j

in small lots.

APPLES—Dried Apples remain steady at our previous quotations, which we continue for sliced and
cored at 5)<i<Sjc i> lb. Green Apples have come in

freely

for the past two weeks, and has prodecline, aud we now quote 1
75
good fruit.
BEANS.—The supply continues to be %-ell maintained, and the demand is less active. We continue
to quote White Pea Beaus «?2 75a.3 00; Blue Pods
more

duced some
4* bid. for

a 2 #52:
ami Marrow s 2 50 a 2 75
bush.
BUTTER.—Choice table Butter continues to have
an upward tendency, aud choice Vermont Dairies
are firm at 22«24c. and Canada and Western Firkin
21 a22c. and Country Ball 20o,2lc. Store Butter is
active at lftalTc, and the supply is light.

BREAD.—Pilot Bread is in steady
,<£5 75. ami Ship Bread at 4 50 a 4 lo.
tinue to sell at £3 75 4* bbl.

request at |5 50
Crackers

con-

BOX SHOOKS—Are less active,and the demand la
iim ted. The large stocks on shipboard at Cuba bv late advices, have had the effect to depress this
market. Some 2000 pine boxes sold at our inside
quotations last w<*ek. We quote Pine 50a55c, and
Spruce 4Ha50.
more

The above classification of members of the
House, calls to mind the proceeiliugs of an

j

the

2 37

Important Senatorial Caucusing.

lor

Rev. Mr.

of Westbrook

ilici.1

Dexter,

of ballots to be 139.

w<ir

the 4th of March next.

of

the votes.

The Csmmittee

j

Wiygin

Crosby
'•••«

J

count

Of tin 8enata; Coaj <>t Aagvatt, CbiM "i
Turner, F oster ot Argyle, Dyer of New Sharon, Coltin of Harrington, Chesley of Crystal, and Bragdon

Stover of Harpswell, Heed ot
of Bcddiugtou, and Green ol

On motion of Mr.

subject of town bounties, ami report by
bill or bills legalizing the same.
The hour having arrived which was assigned for balloting for a lT. S. Senator for six
years from the 4th of March next, in place of
lion. Lot M. Morrill, whose term then expires,
on inotiou of Mr.
Kingsbury of Portland a
committee, consisting of Messrs. Kingsbury
of Portland, Goodwin of Biddeford, Blake of
Bangor, Hazel tine of Belfast, and Cony of Augusta, was appointed to receive, sort and

en-.

redemption in Boston has fallen off
50 per cent. The Commissioners suggest that,
“in the present unsettled state of public affairs,
tlon the

rcoaivu.

the

Incorporation of Towns.—Dureu, Moore,and Doe,

Phipsburg,
Hoot*bay, 1 eokliain

refer-

red.

-....

of the Senate; Kellar of St. George, Stacy of Porter,
Scott ot Greenbush, Winslow of Otsstieid, Ix-arued
of Burn bain. Chase of Limiiigtou, and Sirois of
IJion. of the House.
Dir is ion if ('on n ties.—Plummer, Colby, and Pike,
of the Senate; Pa ker of Gorham, Howe of Newport,
McIntyre of York, Laughton of Harmony, Howard
of Harrison, Brown of Clinton, and Foss of ( burieston, of the House.
Division of Towns.—Starr, Josselyn, and Brale, of
the Senate; Holbrook of Freeport, Haskell of Garland, McCauslaud of Farnungdule, Gunnison of
Scarboro', Haskell of Poland, Ellis ot Nortliport,
and Law of Washington, of the House
Slate Lands and Ronds.— Smith, ( ram. and Stev-

of

Hacker,

The Convention then dissolved.
A communication was received from the

the House.
Militia and Military Affairs.—Jordan, Emerson
and Starr, of the Senate; (.rant of Ellsworth;
Bearee of Minot, Conant of Hockland, Moore of
Newth'ld, Ayer of Lincoln, lluxtord of Brooks, and
Williams of Falmouth, of tin* House.
Frontier and Coast Difences.—Emerson, Wiggin
and Daren, of the Senate; Stetson of Bangor, Hobson ol
Wiscasset, McLellan of Portland, Cobb of
Hockland, Clark of Tremont, Dudley of Presque Isle,
and Talbot of East Maehias, of the House.
Mercantile Affairs and Insurance.— Huberts,Heed,
and Stevens, ol the Senate; Mansou of Bangor; Harnllett of Thomaston, Shaw of Portland, i*ambert of
Phillips, Turner of Augusta, Ilussev of Mouticello,
and Leavitt of Water boro’, of the Rouse.
Ed neation. —Barrows, Pbiibrick. and Wiggin, of
the Senate; Stone of Jay, llodgman of Warren, Tarbox of Kobbinston, Hammond of Pari*, Bradbury
ol Springfield, skoltield of Topsham. and CleavelanU
of Madison, of the House.
Ranks and Rankiny.—spritig, White, him! Millik. n
of Kennebec, of the Senate; ilazeltine of Belfast,
Cony of Augusta, Stetson of Bangor, Lowell of
liewntOB, Copeland qf ( alais, Vickery of Cape
Elizabeth, ami Jellison of Biddeford, of the House,

Duley

receive, sort,

to

to

Wood of the .Sen-

Senate; Huckuam of Easlport, Haley of Frankfort,

appointed

district, reported the whole number of ballots

of Portland, llopkiusou ol Fort Fairfield, Smith of Westbrook, < roaby of Dexter, ( lay of Gardiner, and Goodwin of
Biddeford, of the House.
On Federal Relations.—Stewart. Heed, and MIDIken of Kennebec, of the Senate; Kingsbury of Portland, Butler of liallowell, Goodwin of Biddeford,
Drunimoiid of Bath, Hathaway of Skowhegan,
Wat‘on of Hancock, and Talbot of East Maehias, of

of Krankiiu. of the House.
Indian Affairs.—Hacker, Plummer, and Starr, of
the Senate; Burgess of Uldtown, Miller of Princeton, Hanson of Sanford. Ellis of Guilford, Clough
ot Cumberland, Kent of Bremen, and Palmer of
Whitetield, of the House.
Agriculture.—Josselyn, Barrows, and Milliken of
Hancock, of the Senate; Abbott ofUlenburu, Huger*
of Kittery, Lothrop of Leeds, Frye of Montvllle,
Thing of Mount Vernon, Parker of Dedham, ami
Lowell ot Stamlish. of the House.

in and the President took the chair.

and count the votes for Senator for the Kith

follows:

Judiciary.—Peters, Stewart and
ate; Make of Bangor. Kingsbury

came

The Committee

Air. Hack-

He was

of

IX CONVENTION.

Mr. Hacker was announced

ent.

Lawrence

Phillips,

of Sanford.

son

hall of the House for the purpose of choosing
a Senator from Aroostook.
After returning

form.

Gen. Caldwell of this State
no reason

ed,

notify

of

Castine,
Low of Vassalboro’, Low of Washington, Kent
of Bremen, Itohinsou of Sumner, Foss of Charleston, Tucker of Sangerville, Foster of Bowdoin, Bobbins of Norridgewock, Crawford of
Searsmont, Peckhain of Beddington, and Han-

received and laid upon the table.
At 11 o'clock the Senate repaired to the

"upon

have

Lambert

were

J

new

of Boothbay, Holyoke of
Brewer, and Learne of Burnham.
On County Estimates.
Shea of Lisbon,
Dudley of Presque Isle, Swift of Brunswick,

Stewart, from nhe Committee on Senavotes, reported on Cumberland district.
giving the votes as originally announc-

tlie Secretary wus directed to
er of liis election.

Stoneham, Heed

of

The report was accepted.
The annual reports of the State Institutions

—

forthcoming

The Speaker announced the following Committees on the part of the House:
On Change of Names.
Watson of Hancock, Ellis of Guilford, Davis of Solon, Evans

enacted.

|

Wounded Pbisoneks at Richmond.—
Among the Union prisoners now iu the Libhv
prison at Richmond, unable to lie removed in

when.

ritKSS.J

Tuesday.—Prayer by llev. Mr. Ingraham, of
Augusta.
Hill, an act extending the provisions of tlie
bill suspending specie payments, passed to be

_

j

DAILY

T!> THE

SENATE.

:

^pubvert

by the Banks, at the request of Gov.
Washburn, to pay the State bounties to t roops.
IIow much each Bank has advanced, and

Augusta, Jan. 13,1803.

the New

at present to accept it, lie said
If they would allow him to lie colloquial,
he would speak of a few things respecting his
course in New Orleans, which had been carped at and severely criticised by those who had
been accustomed to act with him politically in
times past—not for the pur|K>sc of injuring
assent
to
we
cannot
more
be
To
speeilic,
him, but the cause of the country. With refcither the morality, or legality of this one ol
erence to the slavery question, his views had
the Governor’s conclusions, viz:
undergone a radical change during his resican detach the slaves from the
wtlch
policy
Any
dence at New Orleans, ami while entertaining
rebels, aud make them a source of weakness rather
no prejudices against his old associates, wlto
than of strength, will prove a vital and decisive gain
to the loyal side
found fault with him on that score, lie would
From this it would seem the Governor has
only say to them, that if they had gone there
with tlie same sentiments that lie fell, they
no idea of any Constitutional limits to the
would have come away with tlie same seutipower of the Federal Government lor the suppression of rebellion, or in conducting a war Iiicnts that, he H it. (Laughter.) lie thought
he might say that the principal members of
upon insurgents.
ids staff ami the prominent officers of his regiThe Advertiser would exalt the means above
ments, without any exception, went out to
the eml, making those more sacred than this.
New Orleans hunker Democrats of the hunknot
the
The end of the Government i$
crest sort, tiir it w as hut natural that he should
preserdraw around Dim those whose views were aimvation of the Constitution,—which is simply a
liar to iris own, and every individual of the
sethe
of
or
bond
Union,—hut
paper compact
number had come to precisely the same belief
this
the
curity of civil liberty. To establish
on the question of slavery as he had put forth
Revolution of 78 was inaugurated, the Declarin liis farewell address to the people of New
<Irleaus. This change came about Irom seeing
ation of Independence was promulgated, and
wltat all of them saw, day by day. In this
the blood of the fathers was freely shed. The
war tlie entire property of the South was
Constitution was an after thought. At llrst
against us, because almost the entire property
of the South was bound up in that institution.
the Articles of Confederation were thought to
be sufficient for the purpose of maintaining a ! This was a well known fact, probably, tint lie
did not become fully aware of it until lie had
united government, and protecting that freespent some time at New Orleans.
dom and independence the acknowledgment
Tlie South had $103,000,000 of taxable prop
of which had been wrung from the British
erty in slaves, and $103,000,000 in all other
kinds ol property. And this was tlie cause
crown.
But those Articles were found inadewhy tlie merchants of New Orleans had not
quate to this purpose, and the federal Constiremained loyal. They found themselves rutution was substituted for them, as the mean*
inert—all tlivir property being loaned upon
by which to preserve securely what had been planters’ notes, and mortgages upon plantations and slaves, which are now reasonably
previously achieved. The idea that the Con- worthless. Again, he had learned what he did
stitution imposes restraints and limitations upnot know before, that this w its not a rebellion
on the Government in the *uppre**ion of a reagainst us, but simply to perpetuate power in
the hands of a few slaveholders. At first he
bellion against its authority, is perfectly prehad not believed that slavery was the cause of
posterous. Humanity and the laws of God
the rebellion, but attributed it to Davis, Slimay restrain all barbarous means—everything
dell. and others, who had brought it about to
make political triumphs by which to regain
savoring of needless cruelty, or that is essena*
11
k..* aI.„
their former ascendancy.
The rebellion was against the humble and
in itselfonly a means by which to foster liberpoorer classes, and there are in the South large
and
of
subserve
the
cause
independence
ty,
numbers of secret societies, dealing in cabalistic
bind the Union together as one perfect whole,
signs, organized for the purpose of perpetuating the power of the rich over the poor.
cannot, in the nature of things, be pleaded in
three or four hundred
It
was feared that
bar of any policy which will give strength to
thousand men could not hold against eight
the loyal side in its dealing with rebellion.
•
millions.
This is the doctrine of Jefferson, of Jackson,
The first movement of these men was to
make land the basis of political power; and
and of all the great lights of the past. The
that was not enough, for land could not la;
principle enunciated by Gov. Coburn is in har- owned by many
persons. Then they annexed
with
as
it
the
best
is
in
harauthorities,
mony
land to slaves and divided the property into
movable and itnovable.
mony with good seuse,and with the most pracHe was not generally accused of being a
tical thought of the present generation.
humanitarian—at least not by his Southern
The Governor well says:
friends. (Laughter.) When he saw the utter
“The object of the war ever has been, and
demoralization of the people, resulting from
still is, auii of right ought to tie, as the Presiit struck him that it was an institution
slavery,
dent has well declared, the "restoration of the
which should la- thrust out of the Union. He
constitutional relations between the Unitetl
had on reading Mrs. Stowe’s book—Uncle
Staten an'l each of the Staten." It is for this
lie an overdrawn,
, Tom'a Cabin—believed it to
that the loyal States contend, ami with nothhighly wrought picture of Southern life, but he
ing else will they ever lie satisfied. The na- j iiad seen with his owui eyes, and heard with
ture or severity ol the means necessary Pi acj his own ears, many things which go beyond
complish this end must of course be deter- her book as much as her book does beyond an
mined by the extent ami the charcter of the
ordinary school-girl’s novel. He related an
resistance offered by the rebels.”
i instance of the shocking demoralization o! soWith this the Advertiser is not satisfied
ciety at New Orleans. There came into his
office a woman 27 years of age. perfectly white,
aud upon it comments as follows:
who asked in proper language if he would put
Here, again, we have the wild doctrine of
hi*r in niuk nl’ Iiit fnthpr’ii hmixrs.
Ili-r liiwtnrv
abolitionism, that we have no limits outside of
Her father had educated her in tiie
was this.
tile discretion of the President, to the power
citypf New York until she was 17 or 18 years
of government in conducting the war. It is
of age, and taken her to one of the metropolitan
not the Constitution that is the test, but the
hotels, where he kept her as his mistress. Not
decision of the Executive, that there is a nerelishing the collect ion.and desiring to get away
cessity of doing this or that to crush the re- from him, she went to New Orleans. Hefoilowbellion.
And yet, in the same iireath, the
ed her, hut she refused to live with him, at
same advocates of this despotic power prowhich he whip|>ed her in the public street and
claim that the sole admissable “object of the
made her marry a slave. She afterwards spurnwar” is a “restoration of the constitutional reed the unnatural relation, going to Cincinnati,
lations betweeu the United Stales aud each
but was brought back by lier farther with a
other!”
child belonging to somebody. Her father tied
The spirit of hostility to the administration
from the city at the lime of its occupation by
the United States forces, leaving her in a state
in which the above criticism was penned, is
of destitution. She wanted to live in one of
oeen in the language that “it is not the Conher lather's houses, but her story was not credstitution that is the test”—of the power of the
ible, and be determined to investigate it. To
Ids surprise, it was found to lie well known,
government in conducting the war—“but the
and testimony of its truth obtained from A, 11
decision of the Erecnliee.r' Here the fact that
and C, without ditllculty. Notwithstanding
tile President is the executor of the Constituthis fact, w idely known as it was, this man
tion and in alt his acts is presumed to make
could la- elected in Louisiana, in the city of
that his chart and guide, is entirely ignored.
New Orleans, a Judge of one of the Courts.
On one occasion one of his aids brought lieThe Executive knows his duty as well, probafore him a young woman, almost white, who
bly, as the Advertiser can explain it, and tho’ had been brutally whipped and turned out
his decision indicates the power of the eovof the house of her father. For this outrage
tiie man had been made to pay a tine of $10Ut)
eminent in conducting the war, that decision
and give the woman a deed of emancipation.
itself is based upon his idea of what the Con(Applause.) These were the kind of charges
stitution sanctions. Mr. Lincoln's views of
which had been brought against him. (Cheers,
constitutional power in this regard are happiand cries of “Good!'’) Yes, no right-minded
man could he sent to New Orleans without
ly borne out by the express declarations of no
returning an unconditional anti-slavery man,
less a constitutional lawyer than John Quincy
even though the roofs of the houses were taAdams.
ken off ami the full extent of the corruption
It is not denied that in dealing with tills unexposed,
All the lower class of New Orleans were
natural rebellion—a rebellion so damning in
loyal. During the flrst fourteen days after
its infamy that the framers of the constitution
the Union forces entered the city, fourteen
seem never to have comprehended its possibilthousaud took the oath of allegiance; and
i
ity, and therefore made no special provisions when lie went oil board the steamer on his reto the North, at least one thousand labor(or meeting it—it may become nececsary for turnmen
came down upon the levee, and utterI ing
the President to assume powers uot specificalI ed no words except those of good will to him
ly mentioned in the constitution itself, but so i as the representative of the Governmietit.
Gen. Butler continued by saying that tiie
long as he does so only to uphold and defend
war could only lie successfully prosecuted by
the government of which the constitution is
tbe destruction of slavery, which was made
the fundamental law, and nut to subvert it or
the corner-stone of the Confederacy. This
of
the
so
any principle
was tiie second time iu tiie history of the
constitution,
will the people have occasion to confide in his i world that a rebellion of property holders
against the lower classes and against the Govwisdom and to approve the boldness which
ernment was ever carried on.
The Hungarian
dares take the responsibility of doing whatevreliellion was one of that kind, and that tailed,
er may be done to save the ark of their politias must every rebellion of men of
property
cal covenant faom the assaults of vandals.
against Government and against the rights of
Should he, through weakness or fear, hesitate : the many. One of the gieatest arguments
which he could find against slavery was tiie deto use any means in his power to save the
moralizing. influences it exerted upon the lowhe.
would
lie
the
trust
government,
cr white classes, who were brought into seeesunworthy
in
reposed him,and woufd deserve execrlions 1
supposed that great wrong was to be done
at the hands of a betrayed people.
them by the Lincoln government,** they termed it, if the North succeeded. Therefore, if
New Publications.
you meet an old Hunker Democrat, and send
Fair Columbia. A National Song, respect- 1 him for sixty day* to Newt Means .and lie conies
fully dedicated to the people of Portland. back a Hunker still, he is merely incorrigible.
Words by Eugene Bulchelder. Music ar(Laughter.)
There was one tiling about the President’s
ranged by A. B. Poppenberg. Published by
edict of emancipation to which lie would call
William Paine, Portland.
attention. In Louisiana he had excepted from
We have received a copy of this song from
freedom about 87.000 slaves. These comprise
Mr. Batchelder. The patient care, with which j
all the negroes held in the Lafourche district
it lias been claimrated, the anxiety for perfecwho have been emancipated already for some
tion which, we are told, once canceled the : time, under the law which frees slaves taken
in rebellious territory by our armies.
Others
work after it was already in type, certainly deof these negroes had been freed by the proclaserve a full measure of success.
The music
mation of September, which declared all slaves
is a simple, four part arraugemeut of the well
to be free w hose owners shall lie in arms on
the tirst of January. The slaves of Frenche?7
men were free because tile rode civile expressat in*.”
ly forbids a Frenchman holding slaves, and, by
For sale by the publisher or by II. Packard.
the 7th and Stlt Victoria, every Englishman
For further particulars, see advertisement in
holding slaves submitted himself to a penalty
of $500 for each. Now, take the negroes of
another column.
t Secessionists. Frenchmen, and Englishmen out
1
of the 87,000, and the number is reduced to an
jy The Argus, the champion, of free
intiniiessimal portion of those excepted.—
speech—when that freedom is jiised in lavor of This fact had come to his knowledge from
slavery—betrays a ..ew-born love for Gen. having required every Inhabitant of the city
to register his nationality.
After all the
Batiks' restrictions upon the rebel
clergy of names
had been fairly registered, he explained
New Orleaus^nd suggests that such a “wholethese laws to the English and French Consuls,
some bridle” should have been
and had thus replied to demands which had
put upon northern clergymen who have dared to
been made by English and French residentsof
open their
lips in favor of the doctrine of their divine Ixiuislun* upon the Government for slaves alleged to have been seized. (Applause.)
Master, whose mission was to “break
every
and
let
the
yoke
oppressed go free.” The ArOur neighbors of the Advertiser acgus would enforce rnartal law
loyal knowledge the receipt of a well preserved Oirl 1
clergymen in the loyal tStates, to prevent the Wliut they propose to do with it we are not
utterance of a word against
slavery, but howls Informed, but presume it will be perched above
with indignation if a stopper
their “chamber door,” like Poe’s raven,and behappens to lie
put on oue of iu party friends, who takes a nocome the type of wisdom for the sanctum.
tion to use his free speech for the lienetlt of
rePossibly it is to be used instead of our “Bird
bellion.
of Liberty," as a vignette for the paper in its

Adjutant General was requested to inform the
House what amount of money had been advanced

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.

York Times, is the conclusion of his reply,
After expressing his gratilicalion at the fluttering terms of the invitation, and his inability

the city.

—

---

who presented hlma letter tendering Win a public dinner, and congratulating him on the success of his administration of affairs at New

----—

circulation of any

at

by

Wednesday Morning, January 14, IH03.
The Portland Daily Press has the

BY TELEGRAPH. I

Slavery.

*n

largely increased circula-

COOPERAGE.—The market is overstocked and
dull for all kinds Country Shooks, and so mo
decline is noticed. The demand for City made
Shooks continues quite active, being fully
up to the
supply, and prices are well sustained. In Hoops the
market is better supplied and prices have fallen off,
and we now quote dlMa.30.
COFFEE.—The market is a little more active and
prices are firmer. We notice sales in New York at
advanced prices. We continue to quote Java 33«34c,
Kio32a'33c, and St Domingo 3i>a-31c.
CREAM TARTAR.—Sales of Pulverized continue
to be made in small lots at 35g,>5c |> lb, the latter
price being for pure Crystals.
CHEESE.—The market is steady and quiet at late
increased prices. Choice Vermont aud Cauada dairies are selling fr«-e!v at 11 a 12c, and Country lOiq;
11c, according to quality.
verv

CAN DEES.—Mould Candles remain firm and unchanged at 13) a 14c. and Sperm 32 a 35c f> tb.
CEMENT.—Trade is limited at this season, ami
prices without fluctuation at Si 30 al 35 per cask.
ft further advance on Coal, and deafer* ar»* now
ton lor White Ash, Lehigh aud Franklin.
COltDAG K.—We notice some advance on Manilla
Cordage, ami now quote Manilla 13) o 14c. Rus-ia
Hemp 16)«T7, and Manilla Bolt rope 14 d 15c l> lb.

ed

a-kiug j*1'» l>

DUCK.—Portland Duck Co. have somewhat increased the higher No’s of their Duck.au I now quote
Portland No. 3. 90c. aud No 10 62c: Navy superior
No. 3 KUc.and No 10. 61c. We continue to quote l'
S. 10o* Tent Duck 56c. and 12 o*. 6»*c
yard.
DRUGS.—There has been rather more activity in
the drug market for a week east, w ith considerate
inquiry for many articles. Prices continue to rule
steady, and wa continue former quotations un-

changed.
%
FRUIT.—We notice some decline on Box Raisins,
and now quote. Lavers 3 67 a 4 00. and Bunch 63 75>•
3 67. with a lair demand. Leiuous have undergone
some decline, sales having been mad** ai .52 00a2 25
fc* box. citron remains steady at40,a42c, and Currents 15a 16c.
Fating apples have declined, sales
haviug been made during the week at 1 50a 1 62

brl. Wo noticed the sale of one lot Baldwin* at
61 25 D brl.
FISH.—Price for all kinds Fish remain steadv
and
without material change,
luOO qtls
Urge
and small cod sold th** past week fc New York market, at prices within our range of quotations. We
also notice the sale of 600 boxes Scaled Herring at
3»>c. Mackerel are in better inquiry, and prices are
tinner. We notice the arrival of 4000 boxes Herring
from Grand Mcuan during the week.
FLOUR.—The market has been more active, and
considerable quantities have cltaiig« *i hands at improved nrices. There is a better reding with dealers, » ud all grade- are held at full | better than our
former range of prices, with still an upward tendency. W© now quote Portland Supertiue 56 12 a6 37;
fancy 637a662; Extra 6 75a7 12; Family 67 12a
7 75; Western F.xtras 7q 7 25. and St. Louis Favorite
Brands $8 250,0; and Southern 111. do. 57 62 a. 8 87
p brl.
(•RAIN.—Corn continues to be held with increasing rirrnness.85a$8c being the ruling prices for Choice
Western Mixed, and 86«,-8Sc tor Southern Yellow.
Oats are still very scarce and in brisk demand at 55a
58c. Bariev is worth 85a90c. Shorts and Fine Feed
#r without auy change, as that branch of trade continues to be almost wholly restricted in cousequeucc
of the bareness of the market.

STORES.—Turpentine

NAVAL
is firm at 2 80®
2 86 P gal.
Prices for Jar. Htch ami Rosin aro
steady. Stockholm Tar is selling for #13 p brl. (t
ONIONS—Continue scarce in this market pie
stock not being mu flic lent to
the demand, ami
prices have again advanced, ami we now quote #3 37
m,3 60 p bbl, or #1 30q 1 38 P bushel.
OILS.—Kerosene Oil continues to have a down- I
ward tendency. The factory
have been further reduced. We
quote Portland Kerosene at 65c in
large lots, 57J in 5 bbl lots,and 00c p gal by the single |
|- SP*,rm Winter remains steady at #2 0ftg2 10 p
gal. We now quote Lara Oil 1 U0« 1 05: Hank and
ltay Fish Oils #26q29. and Shore #24q26 lb bbl.

Sch Hope ft Susan. Norwood, Bristol
Sch Adela, Waycott, Boston for Marhias.
Sch Vulcan. Hersey, Pembroke for New York.
Sch Sea Flower. Newman, Tremont for BostOD.
Sch Almira. Warren, Cutler lor Boston.
Sell Trail, Morton, Rockland for New York.
Sch Kmeliue. Colby, Wlreasset for Boston.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight. Boston.

supply

prices

CLEARED.

Brig Alvina, Ames. Havana, by Chase Bros ft Co.
Starlight, York. Havana, br Chase Bros ft t <>
Odessa, (Br) Waters, St John XB, by Thomas
Paddock.
Sch t.eo Washington, Brigham, Baltimore,
by Jos
II White.
Sch olive Elizabeth, Hamilton,
Boston,
by J B
Brown ft Sons.
Sch Beauty. Carter. Boston, by S Watson ft Co.
Steamer Arabian. (Br) Leach, St John NB via New
York, by master
Sch
Sch

PAINTS.—All kinds Taints are Arm at improvAmerican Zinc is now worth #8 aj
price-.
8], and French do lOfi loj-ami Boston and Tortland
Lead #9 io, ami Lewis Lead #10 a 10 50.
We notice
an advance ou beth Coach and Damar Varnishes.and
quote I>arnar#3 60 a 4 00. and Coach #3 25a6 nO.
TUODUCE—Potatoes are in quick demand at improved prices. We now quote #1 5»»a. i 75
^bl, or
56<p»6 p hush. The stock in market is quite light.
We quote Eggs at 18 «19c p do*., amt 1 hickens at
8«:10c. Turkic* M« 12c, and Geese 9aloc p ft>,
PROVISIONS.—The provision market continue
quiet except for Pork, w hich is more active, and
ed

Shin Sam’l Watts. 124H tons, built at Thotnaston in
lias been sold to parties iu New York.

1^16,

A superior ship of 932 tons, called the "Columbus.”
was recently launched from the yard of D ft A.
Clark, at Kenncbunk. She is owned br Col. Wm L.
Thoru|»smi and other*, of k., and will be commanded by Capt. F. N. Thompson.

tor new are tending upwards. Wcquot** new
Tortland packed extra Hear #17«18; Clear 91»»« 17:
.Mess 15a 15 60: Extra Prime 13a is 60; Prime ll 60
a *12
p bbl. Old Pork is selling iu small lots at
some reduction from these quotations,
Smoked
Hams we quote 9o loc P lb. Round Hogs have come
forward more sparsely for a week past, and prices
have advanced, sales having been made at 6 q7.

prices

DISASTERS.
Sch Empress. Farnsworth, from New York for
Rockland, in entering Edgartowu harbor 7th lust,
got ashorg on the flats outride the Light, but would
probahW come off without damage.
Sell Alciope. before reported asuore at Portsmouth.

City

PLASTER.—We notice very limited sales of both
quote Soli #1 75« 1 78 and Hard

RI. remains, and i* full of water, a seam
having been
is waiting for orders from
owners and underwriters.
Ship North Atlantic. (,raves, from Calcutta for
Boston, put iuto Port Natal. So Africa, Nov G, with
loss of rudder.

hard and soft, and
#1 60«1 62 p ton.

opened. Capt We«cott
her

REM —We continue to quote Portland distilled 63
••/mjc p gal., with an upward tendency.
SUGARS.—The market is more active, and prices
have somewhat advanced for hard sugars, and continue to have an upward
tendency. We now
quote Crushed. Granulated and Powdered, 14«14jc;
Muscovado Italic; Havana Brown 10] a 12c ; White
12i^l3J; and New Orleans T2fql3i. The factory

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 12th, (by tel) ship Shirley,
Brown. New York.
Hid 12th, ships Washington, Colburn, Hong Hong;
Merrimac, Woods. Liverpool.
Ar J3th. ships Avon, Bn Manila; Flying Eagle, Bn
Hong Kong.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar2d, bark Amaaoniau. Mayo,
New York
PENSACOLA—In port 29th nit, ship Sportsman,
Thompson, tor New Orleans: barks hiener, Bigelow,
disg; Young 1‘urk. Smith, do.
BALTIMORE—Ar 10th, bark Warren, Fetors, fin
St Thomas.
Cld 9th, sch Clara Bello. Mitchell, Alexandria.
In Hampton Hoads »>th, sch R A Perry, Stubbs, Bn
Providence for Beaufort, with tr**ops.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 11th, bark* Man|B Rich.
1 arlton. New York: M Williamson,
Thompson, from
Key West; brig C M Carver, t.ilkey, Turk* Island.
< Id l«)th.
ship Lizzie Moses, Delano, for Sau Fran-

prices tor Tortland A is now 9jc. and AA 9J.
SALT. There is a steady demand for
country trade
at prev ious quotations. We notice the sale of a small
cargo Turks Island at 2.75 cash, since the date of our
last. We coutiuue to quote Ground table and hotter Salt 22c in Sacks and Boxes.
STICKS.—The spice market is more active, with
moderate sales at former rates, and prices tending
Nutmegs coutiuue to have an adv ancing

upwards.

tendency.

SOAP.—The factory prices for Leathe k Gore’s
Extra 9$c, Family 8/, and No. 1 7J.
Chemical
Olive 9, and Soda 10c. Other Soaps are Ann at increased pries.
TEAS.—The market remains quiet and dull, with
Oolongs at 65 q. 70c; and Choice
tq78c ; Souchong, Ankoi, and lower grades 50
(&65c p lb.
TOBACCO.—Nothing has transpired to change the
general features of the tobacco market tor the past
few weeks. Trices are steady and holders Arm at
our quotations, with less
anxiety to urge sales on the
part of speculators.
FREIGHTS.—The following transactions have

sale* of line
moderate
do. 7

cisco.
NEW YORK—Ar 11th. ship Courier, Chatftald. fm
New Orleans; bark* Hannah Secor.
Kirby, Newcastle E; American Eagle. Rich. Palermo; G W Hor-

ton, Sleeper, Trinidad; Mary Stetson. Gilley, from

Port Royal SC; brig S <i Adams, Carver. N Orlvau*;
schs Tennessee. Wooster, Eariport; Princess. Lovell,
Boston.
Ar Pith, ship New llamdshire, Lord, fm Leghorn;
bark Hainiltou, Sprague, liarbadoes; brig J 11 Jons,
Biewster, New Orleans: sch Viola, Haskell, Cam-

taken
since our last: Br. hark Tolly taken up
to load deals for Londonderry tor orders, at 72s 6a;
for Cardenas at 2»*c for box
brig Alary E.
shooks, and 45e ior hhd shocks; brig .1, W. l)ri*ko,
for Cardenas, at 26c for boxes, and 47c for hhd
shocks, and 911 p At for Hoops. The new hark John
Kliynas ha- been tak* n up to load lumber at Belfast
for Montevideo at 918 |> AI. and 91.25 for shingles.
Hch Paragon to a port north side « uha and return,
gets 3.50 tor molasses; and brig Virginia for Haitimore. gets 5c
p pair for headings. About all the
tonnage now in port has been taken up. A small
is
freight
offering for the Clyde.

place

peachy
Cld 12th, barks Heiress. Clark, Aux Cayes; Lenox.
Cole, New Orleans; schs Leopard, Turner. Lubec;
Kossuth, I>*o, Boston.

Thompson

SPECIAL
Havana

l"»

NOTICES.

gier.

In
co»t.

Okanoes!—Persons wishing for sweet

Oranges, will find a fresh lot of splendid
W. Jones’ this day received per Steamer.

ones

at It.

JaulO—lw

I went to the Preble House and made arrangeto treat me for deafness.
In 24

hours after her first application I could hear every
voice in the house. I can now stand iu the cellar and
bear the clock tick in the p*irlor. Grateftil to God
for his great deliverance, I heartily commend her
mode of treatment to all who suffer as I have done.”
Every kind of diseased and w eak eyes, also Catarrh,
a cure w

Nov. 18—tf

j

nesday.

the 13th and 14th

e

Free.

Dr.

of the

are

imitation

a source

if

they

know

of ho other tray, ami don't krunc trhnt to do.
Ab initio.
Jan 0— dlw*
DR. I'. P.

returnedto

qL'IMBY.

would give notice that he ha
can be found at his Room,

Portland, and

No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will atteud to all wishing to consul

Each

office,.f200

Examination

Each subsequent visit

at

Troon lor Matauza*.
I»ec 23. 6 P M. off W end Great Or ms head, ship W
F JJtorer, from Liverpool for New York.
Jan 9. lat 25 40. Ion 74 15, was passed brig Baa*n de
Casttae. hound North.
Jan 10, lat 87. Ion 74 10, was passed bark John Curtiss. from New Orleans for New York.

residence,... 2 50
residence,. 100
at

August 18, 1*52 —tf
Physician and Surgeon.—II. A. LAMB, M. D.,
Office, corner of Congress aud Chestnut Streets
Portland, Me.
Particular attention paid to Surgery, including
iseases of the eye aud ear.
augT—dtlm
Dentistry.—Dr. JosiAll

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
SHIPPING HERRIXfW.

HEALD, No.241 Con

BOXES MAO DALES,
suitable for West India market.

*>

Street, tirst door east of 1st Parish Church
Portland, Me.
mugTdly

gress

Du*.

-ALSO,4.fW> Boxes Extra Scaled,
1 »">
Extra Large Scaled,
No. 1,
MOO

LOCKE A KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117

Middle Street. Portland.

Me.

14th, ship Eureka, Cutler, from

SPOKEN.
13. lat 46 48 N, Ion 25 14 W. ship Mary Bradford. Wilson, from Cardiff for Hong Kong.
Dec 13. lat 25 35. Ion 21 47, bark Henry Buck, from

subsequent sittingat office,.50

City Patients, first

unc.

Oct

him.
First Examination at

ship Jennie Eastman, (new) Kelbrig Lincoln Webb, Lloyd, for

Nickerson,

invited to call.—

some

Chenev. Portland.
BATH— Sid 12th,
ley. New Orleans;
Havana.

Philadelphia.

is the Associate Found-

of solace to

A r 10th. schs J C Johnson, Chase, and Amelia,
Gould. New York forMachia*.
The above all remained in port 12th.
BOSTON—Ar 12rh, sch L'uisou, Mann, Freeport;
Clarltida, Baker. York.
Cld 12th, bark P R llaseltlne, Cunningham, New
Orleans; schs Lucy Ann. Boudrot, Cienfticgos; E H
Atwood. Rich. Philadelphia.
Ar 13th, schs C D Oliver, Dunton. Westport; Advance, Fogg, Freeport.
Cld 13th, ships llarrisbnrr, Twombly, for Buenos
Avres; Anna 1* Schmidt. Twomblv, San Francisco
NEWBCRY PORT—Ar 12th Inst, sch Martha May,

Sailed from Trieste 17th ult, bark Fury, Ray, for
Messina.
At St Marcs 27th ult, brigs Humboldt, Carnage, ftn
and Irene.Wms,
Bangor, disg; Hampden.
from Boston.
At Surinam Sth nit, bark Edmund Dwight. Kfcskersou. for Boston. 14 days; brig K B Miuturn, Scott,
for do 14 days.
At Cardenas 24th alt. brigs Lillian. Swasev; John
Pierce, und Stephen Duncan, unc: schs Trcmout,
McFarland, fm Bostou; Ida F Wheeler. Dyer. unc.
At Nassau NP 2d inst. ship Thos Jefferson, Desbon,
fm New York for New Orleans, repg.
Ar at Bermuda 24th ult, bark Golden Era. Snow,
Newport E; 80th. brig *>cean Traveller, Sargeut, ftn
New York.

and is the

may be

Kev West.

At Constantinople 17th ult. bark Amv. Hammond,
for Sicily, to load for Cnited States; Edward Hill,
Sylvester, for Catania, to load for Boston.
Sailed from Palermo 15th ult, bark Ospray, Nash.

inst., to give adv ice to the

Kelley

Hopkins. Bocksport for

Hong Kong,

system,
only oue entitled to the
appendage Analytical Physician, in this city, though
er

tl I

FOREIGN PORTS.
29th, bark Kate Hastings. King-

t'hart/eM moderate.
AIRS. AI. G. BROWN,
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Ladies and Gentlemen

Advic

nwin«ci;

port 12th. the above arrivals, and sch U L Or-

Ar at Swatow Oct
man, Shanghai*.
At Whampoa Nov

arranted.

Dr. J. Wesley Kelley, Associate Founder
of the Analytical System o» Medicine, will be
iu atte ndance at his Medical office. 214 Conor ess st.
corner of Pearl street, during Tuesday and Wedsick.

im

Boston.

ments for Mrs. B.

healed^ind

lingo,

disasters.)
Ar 9th, sch Hiawatha, Ingraham, Perth Amboy for

twenty four
hours-by Mrs. M. G. Brown, Professor on the E\e
and Ear.andjiroprietorof Poor Richard's Eye Water.
“I, Bartlett J. Decoster, No. 2 Hall's Court, Portland, give this certificate, to certity that I have been
deaf from a child, and for twelve years past have
been quite deaf. I have spent hundreds of dollars,
without receiving any bcuefit whatever. Last Sat-

urday

»ar»« .a

Boston
Ar 7th, schs Man Louisa, Freeman, New York for
Salem; Empress. Farnsworth, do for Rockland, (see

of deafness cured in

case

10.11,

..J

KDGAKTOWN—Ar4th. schs Olive Avery. Roberts, New York for Belfast: Pallas. Pendleton, do
for Rockland; Fairdealer, Cox, Klizabethport for

Deafness Cured.—Mrs. M. G. Drown will be at
the Preble House for one week.
A remarkable

irt.

Vennard, fin Bristol; Petsia. fm »t Vincent: brig*
Baron de Castine, fm Havana; \V Rowland, and F
G King, from New Orleans; Fannie, fm Bathurst.
Also ar 13th, bark John < ortis, from New Orleans;
brigs A C Merrytuan, ftn Philadelphia; Rival, from
Alexandria.
NEWPORT—Ar lOth, brig Mazatlan, fm Portland
for Philadelphia; schs Henrietta. Jones, from do tor
Baltimore; Wm H Atwood, Foster, Boston for Tan-

auglo—ly

SUITABLE FOR CITY OR COUNTRY TRADE.
BROKERS* BOARD.
Sale or Stocks.—Boston, Jan. 13. 1881.
24.815 American Cold.1421
88 500.do.142

300

jan14

5.000 .do.
142
4.000
do.s 10 142*
2.000 United States Cotipou Sixes (1881). 90
5.500 .do. 98
15.0 K).do.90
1.000 .do. 98
11 100
dfl
98
2.380 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.102
15.800 .do.102j
2.OU0.do. 98
1.000 .do. 98
2,080 U. S. Certificates of Indebtedness. 98
.132
11.500 l\ S. Treasury Sixes, 2 vears.
3.000 United States' Demand Notes.133

Bbls. PICKLED HERRING.
DANA A CO.

edislm

Pair Columbia !
attention of Music Dealer* and Booksellers
is called to a new National Song, “FAIR Ct>LIMBI A." by Eroxxx Hat< hkldkk. Any one
enclosing 20 cents in stamps to \Y. Paine or li Packard, Portland, Me., will have a copy sent to htai by
mail. Dost age paid. Liberal discount to the trade.
janl4 eodeowtf

THE

INTERNAL REVEN I E.
FIRST COLLECTIONDISTRICT,MAINE.

H Vltmi l).

of the provision* of the Act of Con“An Act to provide Internal Revethe
Government and pay the interest
support
Public Debt," approved July 1, 1802, I hereby
notice
that
I
have
received from the Assessor of
give
the First Collection District in the State of Maine,
his Return of the Taxes and Duties assessed in the
mouth of December, H»52—that the said taxes have
become due and payable, and that I will be in attendance at my office over 92 Commercial slreet.PortInud, from the 12th to the 24th day of January, 18*v3,
for the purpose of receiving said taxes, and granting
License* to all person* within that portion of the
First District included in the Countv of Cumberland.
And I further give notice, and call attention to the
following prov isions of the Act“All persons who
shall neglect to pay the tlutiea and tarn so as aforesaid assessed upon them, to the Collector or his
uties. within the times above specified, shall ht Hobt*
to /mift tm prr erntnm additional upon the amount
therrnf
Ami I would also call attention to the following
License*:—
provision of the said Act
“If anv person or persons snail exercise or carry on
any tnule or businr*.* hereinafter mentioned, for the
exercising or carrying on of which trade or business
a license is required by this Act. without taking out
such license as iu that behalf repaired, he, she, or
they, shall, for every such offence.respectively forfeit
a |>onalty r<{mai to three tim** the amount of the duty
or .mm <if money immomdfor such license.’*
NATH L J MILLER.
Collector of the First Collection District in the .State
of Maine
Portland. Jan. 10th, 1888.
janl3 dlOt
pursuance
INgress
entitled

In Poitsmouth. N. II., Jan 1st. Jos. Davis, of Portland. and Miss lleurietra Winch, of Lisbon, Me.
In Tnpshatn, Jan. 12th, bv Hev. L. 1). Strout. Wm.
Anderson, Jr., aud Miss Esther A. Strout, both of
B run* wick.
In llallowell, Jan 1st, Roscoo A. Marston, of Oilrov. Cal., ami Miss Mary F Loud, of H.
In Augusta, Jan. 1st, Nath’l N Fish and Tamson
L. Williamson, both of A.
In Waterville, Dec 8lst, Jas. T. Kittridge and Miss
Mary L. Bisbee, of W.

nue to
on the

DIED.

In this city, Jan. 13th, Thomas, son of Edward
DepRichards, aged 22 years8 mouths.
13T Funeral on' Thursday, at 12 o’clock, M.. from
GUNPOWDER.—We continue to quote Dupont’s
i
(
umtHTlaud
street.
Relatives
and
No.
53
friends
are
aud Oriental Co’s Kid© and Sporting at $5 50a7 25,
invited to attend.
and Blasting has recently advanced.
We now
In this city, Jan loth, lVrcv H.. daughter of Sam’l
quote Bucktield Blasting 4)'o.6.
respecting
T. and Marv E. Dver. aged 3 mouths.
Ill DFS AN I) SKI NS.—We notice an advance on
Killed, at The battle of r reiiericksburg. Dec 13th,
llidea and Skins, with an upward tendency from the
Win. II. Titcomb, of Co. G, I3fh Me. Regt., only §011
following quotations: Slaughter Hides 6) a74c, Green
of Joseph and Joann L. Litcomb, of Palmyra, aged
«I «1 Oil.. 1 7R
lkr, 1 •> k.. 1 -ill
21 vear* 7 months.
180 g 2 00, ami Calf-skins 11n13c.
In Hath. Jan. loth, of croup, Charles, son of Geo.
1101*8.—We quote growth of 1802 at 14ol5c.
and Merrv E. Leavitt, aged 2 )ears; 11th, Videl Pepper. aged 17 years.
IRoN.—All grades remain firm at late advances.
Cast Steel is now worth 22 a 24, Herman 14gl0c. and
English Blistered do. 10«17, and Spring 9<ilnc.
1‘ASSKNGKRS.
Common Iron is worth 3] «3f, Swede OgOJ,and Nor:
-r.."
-TT-.1
3
way 01«» 7. English Sheet" Iron is held at ft] gOf; RusIn the Minna Traub, for Matanzas—Rev A Southsia 17 a.18, and imitation do 12j g 13c cash.
worth, of So Paris; Mrs Springer and family, aud 2
LEAD.—There is but little doing in Pig Lead at 9J
servants, of Portland.
Dissolution.
a
In the Jura, from Liverpool—Mrs Breck, two chil- ;
9f. Lead 1'ipe and Sheet Lead are selling at 10f<&
is hereby given that the Copartnership
Idle C lb.
dren aud servant, Mrs Potter and two children. Capt
l^TOTICE
s
lately subsisting between Jos. L. Kelley and
Ll'MBER.—Shipping Lumber is in fair demand at
Smith. Capt Hunter, Capt Savorv. Lieut Savage.
Aug. P. Fuller, under the firm of JOS. L. KELLEY
17 g. 18
M.and No.l Piue,996 |>M,No.2 #34,and No.8
Lieut Marshall. Messrs A Seal. P Seal. Kirknatrick.
A CO., was dissolved by mutual consent on the ilth
*24. Spruce Dimension is worth from #l0gll; and
Blair. Swain, Donuelly, McGonolly, and McMahon,
day of January. 1883. Aug. P. Fuller is authorised
and B1 in -t.-» rag<Spruce Shipping Boards *11 a, 12. and liemli»ck #8 a.
to settle all debts due to and from the firm
10 |> M. Clapboards.Heart Extra are selling at #33”;
JU8. L KELLEY,
(Signed)
Cleardo *28a30; No. 1, #13ft 15; Sap. Clear #23«25;
IMPORTS.
AUG. P. FULLER.
do 2ds #2* ceil, and No. 1 #l0g.l3. Spruce Extra are
worth $12.al5, and No. 1 #l»*g. 11. Shingles, Extra
Tine are quoted at #8 80 g. 3 75, and clear Pine #2 75
Grand Manan NB—Sch Victor—3800 boxes herring
NOTICE.
<t 3QQ.
Laths, l’ine are selling at #1 50
1 80, and
31 bbls do. 5 bid* Hah. to l>ana & Co.
Sch Osprav -600 box shooks, 135
St John NB
AUG. P. FULLER,
Spruce at #1 15«120 1» M.
boxes manganese, 5 bbls and 3 pkgs juuk. 7 coiis
LIME.—New Rocklatul continues in steady active
Having purchased the stock of the late Arm of JOS.
to
order.
2
rachds.
pkgs
cordage.
demand, and prices unchanged at 05o.70c 4> cask.
L. KKLLK Y If CO., will continue the
LEATHER.—Nearly all descriptions continue to
M INI ATI' ii ALMANACT.
advance. We now quote New York light 2Hrt3o,and
Business
mediums and heavy 8o«31. Slaughter 320.34, and
Wrdafs4ay«.Jaanary 14.
AT THE OLD STAND,
Americau Calfskins 75g85c.
DAYS.
SUN.
I
HIGH WATER. I
LARD.—Has declined. We now quote 101« 11c in
5.12 Rises. 7.2N Length... .Oh 23m
Morn’g.
2^6 Congress Street, Portland, Me.
hbls, and kegs lOfaUJc.
Even’g. 5.35 | Seta.4.51 ! lucreaae.. Oh 10m
jan!3 dlw
of
inMetals are very firm at
METALS—AH kinds
m
creasing prices. Large sizes Tins continue v erv scarce
in market. Char. IC is now quoted #1250 g, 13;
X
in

.....

—

Varnish.

IX #15 75«#16, and Coke #11 75« 12. and very firm
the increased prices. Bn not is worth 40g41e cash,
and Straits 37J a. 40c. Sheet Mosselmanu Ziuc we

MARINE

MAY'S.

Removal.

at

now

quote

CHARLES

POltT OF I’OKTI. IM).

lljgl2e.

MOLASSES.—The market is without any notice*ble change since the dateof our laft. The demand is
light, and there is but little activity as vet In anticipation of the new crop. Small sales from the old
stocks continue to be made at the decline noticed in
our last, ami we continm* to quote sweet ('laved, 30
g,32c. and Tart 27g2Sc, (with very light demaud at
tfiistime); Muscovado 32g33c, aiid ClenAiego* and
Trinidad 3f>«3tic. Portland Syrup remains steady at
former prices.

Junuary 13.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Jura, (Br) Aitou, Liverpool 1st inst Tla
Londonderry 2d.
Sch Victor. (Br) Ingalls, Grand Mcnau NB.
Sch Ospray (Br) Price. St Johu NB.
Tueailn

Fish. Bernard. Deal’s Island

VY Drisko, Drisko, Boston.
Sch Superior, Hutchins, Boothbay.

SMITH

WOULD

v.

Flying

Sch
Sell J

W.

inform his friend* and the public that ho
has removed from 17 Silver Street to the

NEW STORE ON OPPOSITE SIDE,

1

aud

just below the old stand.

Nos. 6 A H Silver Street,
wh »re ho will be happy to
host of new ones.

a

see

his old customers, and
jan!3 d2w

hatters

about

town.

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.
Washington, Jan. 13.

Court....Jan. 13.

Municipal
Hugh Kelley, on a search

The Pirate Alabama Supposoa to have gone
to the Eastern Hemisphere.
New Yobk, Jan. 13.
A naval officer states that tlie pirate Alabama lias gone to the Eastern
Hemisphere.
Semmcs’ orders are, according to tlie officer,
to do as lie pleased, but the
pirate recently
determined, it is said, to leave the Western
where
all
our
fastest cruisers
Hemisphere,
would lie concentrated there to chase him,and
go to the North Atlantic or Indian Ocean. It
was a great object of his to draw the Tuscarora and Kearsarge from
Europe for the double
purpose of diminishing the sentinels watching
the blockade runners and other privateers
fitting out in British ports.
Semmes is known to have contemplated a
voyage on the coast of Africa and Southern
Asia, and a certain person, suspected of being
iu his confidence, recently stated that if tlie
waters bounding America were covered with
Yankee nien-of-war on the first of February,
Capt. Semmes might safely defy them all.
Another laet in the same direction is tlie circumstance that coal tortile Alabama was engaged in advance, in tlie neighborhood of

SENATE.

aud seizure pro
cess, was flued twenty dollars and costs, whirl
he paid.
Arrival of the Jura.

Steamship Jura, Capt. Alton, from Liverpool 1st and Londonderry 2d, arrived at thu
port at 5.30 P. M. yesterday. She has experienced westerly gales during the whole passage—the first part rough, the latter part more

Mr. Sumner reported back the petition of
Mr. Jewett for mediation by Switzerland,with
the recommendation that it be postponed indefinitely. The report was agreed to.
Mr. Hale said, in response to a letter addressed to the Secretary of Navy relative to
a law passed
by tile last session for the purchase of land near Kittery Navy Yard, which
law had never been executed, he (Hale) had
received a letter written by the Chief of
Bureau of Yards and Dqjiks, containing what

TO THE

Portland Daily Press.
FROM WASHINGTON.

Reasons

why the Army

has

not

been Paid.

he (Hale) thought

moderate.

a

charge against Congress
personal motives, lie of-

of legislating front
resolution:
of the Oommisgioners for the Abol- fered the following
Whereas, the Secretary of the Navy, on the
|
ishment of Slavery.
1-th of January, addressed a letter to John
I’. Hale, member of this body,
enclosing a
the ship, for London, Liverpool and Londoncommunication from Joseph Smith, Chief of
Letters of Marque and Reprisal.
Bureau of Yards and Docks, in relerence to
derry papers.
the neglect to execute a law of this
Jan. 10th, 0 o’clock P. M., 80 miles west of
Congress
to purchase land near the
Kittery Navy Yard,
Cape Race, passed steamer (supposed) Europa, The VI('Howell Court of
of which the following is an extract: "If so,
Inquiry.
bound East.
and Congress thought proper to make the
Jan. 12th, 2 o’clock P. M., lat. 43 X., Ion 03
purchase unsolicited by the Department, with
Jan.
13.
Washington,
04 W, passed steamer (supposed) Anglo Saxon,
personal instead of public consideration, the
Secretary Chase, in answering a resolution object could only be maintained by making
bound East.
from the House, says the soldiers have not
the phraseology of the law so explicit as to
The main points of the news by the Jura
been paid because tie is not authorized to raise
leave the Department without any responsibila loan by practicable methods under
were telegraphed from Cape Race.
We give
existing ity or judgment;” and whereas the foregoing
laws, and that the 5-20 bonds have not been statement contains a charge of corruption
some additional items.
sold because they could not be under restricagainst Congress,
Among the speakers at the Manchester tions imposed by Congress. He
the arResolved, That the committee on Naval
meeting was the negro Jackson, known as rears of army pay amounts to says
treble the
Affairs be instructed to inquire into the truth
Jeff. Davis’ escaped coachman.
amount he can raise by the
existing act, exclu- of the same, ami what personal considerations
The English journals are largely occupied
sive of that providing for the 5-20's. The
affected Congress, and who were interested
with political and financial reviews of the past
act
for
their
issue provides
original
providing
thereby.
year, and speculations on the future. The
also for conversions into them of any multiples
Mr. Fessenden objected.
financial editor of the Times predicts a conof fifty dollar Cnited States notes, at the
Mr. Wilson introduced a bill to consolidate
tinued active trade with America. He says,
pleasure of holders, and permitted sales only regiments and companies. Referred to the
when the war broke out America held large
at market rates, ascertained from daily
quotaMilitary Committee.
stocks of foreign produce. These are now
tions of New York sales. Had the supplemenMr. Crimes offered a resolution
requesting
mostly exhausted, and she must consequently tal act been
passed omitting the conversion the President to communicate all communicareturn, not only to her old, but to a greatly 1
and market rate clauses, the difficulty would
tions between the State Department ami the
increased scale of importations.
The same
have been avoided. As it is, acting in accordrepresentatives of the British government
result may be expected, whether the war eonance with the letter and spirit of the law, he
relative to the capture of British vessels with
tinues or not.
has
made
no
sales
to
the
contraband
(Chase)
articles on board. Adopted.
excepting
The Sumter sold at auction in Gibraltar for
amount of $25,500,000 in that mode.
Had the
A resolution was adopted
requesting the
*10,500. She is to be employed in the Liverbeen less, or the military success
President
to furnish the
expenditures
correspondence bepool and Mediterranean t rade.
more might have been sold.
There
tween
our government and Mexico relative to
greater,
The battle of Fredericksburg is the theme
has been obtained since July 1st, from all
the export from the United States of articles
of universal comment in the English journals.
sources. $287,304,618,, exclusive of receipts
contraband of war for the French army in
Some regard lias mast disastrous to the North;
from customs, etc., making the total $325,000,Mexico: also the reoorted order to n re vent
others speak in more qualified tones. All ad000 in round number. There lias been paid
the Mexican government ol
mit the gallantry of the Northern troops.
availing itself of
to the troops $70,825,583,67; to the Quarterthe same privilege.
The Daily News says they fought with a bravmakers Department $30,617,402,83; miscellaTlie
bill was reported back making approery rarely equalled, never surpassed; and, alpriations for the support of the Military
though failing signally in their object, they reThe Commissioners, under the act lor the
Academy, with amendments.
mained at the end of the fight a great and
abolishment of slavery in the District of CoMr. Kennedy announced the death of his
powerful host. The Times thinks it a tre- lumbia.
having concluded their labors, will colleague, James Alfred Pearce.
mendous disaster for the North, and says no
make their report to the Secretary of the
The usual resolutions were adopted.
one can doubt the Federals fought well, for
Treasury to-morrow. The number of appliAdjourned.
that they have done at all times; but more
cants for the benefit of the act was about
house.
than tisual misfortune awaited them. The
1000 for nearly :tooo slaves, who were duly exThe Speaker announced Messrs. Fenton.
Star admits a repulse, but no decisive victory,
and valued by a slave dealer of Baltiamined
Kellogg. Wadsworth, Sargent, and English, as
and looks for no material change in the conThe law appropriates $1,000,000, hut
more.
a
Special Committee on a military air line
test.
Other journals suggest that the battle
of this sum will he paid, the au$'.HIO,000
from
Xew York to Washington.
only
may be made a key-note for mediation aud
thorized average liir each slave being $800.
The House went into a committee of the
compromise.
Some of them are judged worth nothing, such
Whole on the hill to provide ways and means
La France says, after the battle of the 13th,
as infants, the aged
and Invalids, and the
to support tlie government.
President Lincoln had a long conference with
amounts withheld for them has been added to
Mr. Morrill advocated the bill, and was conthe Minister of France, and that the Peace
those esteemed of higher value than $300.
strained to vote for it only because he knew
party consider this step to betokeu a desire for
A number of prominent gentlemen have
no oilier mode to relieve tlie immediate necesconciliation.
been discussing the propriety of urging the
sities of the treasury.
The Times devotes another editorial to a
of letters of marque and repriauthorization
A message was received from the Senate
denunciation of Butler, and says his continued
sal, in view of the belief that arrangements
announcing tlie death of Senator Pearce. Tlie
insults cannot lie tolerated, and loudly calls
have been made, especially in British quarters,
usual resolutions were adopted.
for his removal.
to run the blockade and to prey upon our
Mr. Stevens said he would ask a vote on his
Gladstone, in a speech on the Lancashire commerce.
the
that
hill
They
express
to-morrow.
opinion
distress, expressed a hope that the crisis had
some action of this kind is absolutely necesThe committee rose.—Adjourned.
been passed, and that by March a decided imsary to prevent tlie destruction of our mariprovement in trade would be experienced.
time interests from those sources.

She brings 20 cabin and 81 steerage passengers, and a full cargo.
We are indebted to Mr. Taylor, purser of

Report

df>)1

Advices from Mexico

that General
Forey would commence operations by the
middle of January.
Japan.—Late advices show Japan in a
regular state of revolution. Important reforms were being inaugurated, and the changes
will alfect the interests ef foreign countries.
It wa> reported the Regent had been murdered.
Italy.—Gen. Dunn and another officer,
who served under Garibaldi in winning .Sicily,
had been arrested at Nice, by order of the
French Government.
states

U'll! .uuio.l.

a
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J-.ll.l -.11
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The cholera

j

K.

jan2

BABB’S.

tlie

CALL

IN

THE

MOKIVIIVO,

Capital,

-ALSO-

800
400
4*10

In the Afternoon!

Assembly

44
44

WINTER GOODS !

ALL

AT WHAT

Don’t all call the same

Day

8220,733 82
#9,623 61

3.982,966 00

BBLS

FULL

Wheu sold in sums less than
required iu Postal Currency.

75 Bushel* KEANS.
FLOL'R. (different grades,)
a good assortment of

30*) Bbls.

FAMILY

Long Wharf,

DRESS!

A

Tenney of the Brunswick Telesuspend the publication of

(Ills. \V. SMITH,
At hia New Store,
Nos. GASSilver Street.

For Prices will go Higher.

A

is

suffering at the present
qualities of its 3ns

The Saco Democrat is

W. H

evidently

che-sitled

by

._1

..

the

Age,

—1..

,.

Mr.

100 Tubs

Wig-

20 Per Cent. Diaeount !

.■_

packing.

consideration and respect than the Advertiser, which claims to belong to the •'conservative wing of the Republican party.”—
Lewiston Journal.

j

Only 20
WOOLEN

a,

jadl

from

..

<12w

y

Exchange Street.

CiRl^ SEED.
Wlkik BUSHELS HERDS GRASS,

OkJVJ

8000 Lb*. CLOVER.
grow th of 1S62.

dee'iO dim

DAS A A CO.

loafer, who probably is not worth
purchase a charge of powder with

in the

GOODS,

AI.niO\

thrown from his horse and

At

Cost !

was

city by

uoon

way to Bath.

It ap|>ears from statistics in the Con-

gregational Quarterly for January, that the
; live largest Sunday Schools in Maine are in
Augusta, South Parish, 008; Bristol, l^t and
I 2d Parish,460; Bangor,Hammond street,300;
| Lewiston, Pine street, 300; Portland, High
street, 300. The largest school reported is
:
J1 that of the 1st Church, Chicago, 1153; and
next to this comes the Lawreuce street school,
Lawrence, Mass., 1100.

Grey

COST.

8w"ib«

RUFUS PEERING,
Hobson’s Wharf, foot of High Street.

ShndoM,

oc30 d3m

CLOTH & WIRE SCREENS,

FOR SALE & TO LET.

Signs, Banners, Ornamental and
Fancy Painting,
EXECUTED

TO

ORDER.

TO LET.
Third Floor,

THE
street*.

STORE SHADES, of all dimensions, made, letter-

BALMORALS,

ed and

put

up at short

notice,

AT STONE HAM'S,
Aiemovai ;

dtf

SALE?

-ALSO—

dec23 3m

Window
AT

FQ8TER,

I'.lon Wbirf.

200 Bbls. Choice Brand FLOUR, for fhmily Me,
by

Hotel, N’o. 117 Federal 8treet, Portland

Rear U. 8.

Flannels

OEO. r.
At Ihe he,l of

SHOOKS.
SPRUCE DIMENSION.all sites.
DOORS. SASHES. BLINDS. LATHS. CLAPBOARDS—Fitted and Rough.
OUTSIDE SASHES on hand.

DRAUGHT

ON

Pine Boards.

aoo
ooo gfijgjp*®"6.i)00 Sugar Box

G. D. MILLER, Proprietor,

Red and

Cheap

RESTAUR ATT.

ENGLISH ALE

train

*<

•*

Board#.

Spruce Plank.

FOR

-ALSO-

severely

50.000

••

Portlmd, 1>«. 11th, 18(3.

at the

Meal* at all honrs, cooked to order.

informed that Mr. Tollman
the

manner,

*4

%

OYSTERS,
Cooked in the best

28.000

••

120.000 Pine Clapboard*—planed.
30.000 Spruce Clapboard*.
lUO.UUU Extra Cedar Shingh *.

NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

commissary de-

partment of the Army of the rotomae,

160 Bbl*. Arcade
60
ChicH-nw
65
Augusta
60
Union
200.0H) feet Pine Shipping

STORE,

13 & 15 Exchange Street

The Bath Times states that Mr. James

city,

hole«ale !

7|

Jan9 isl w

WINTER DRESS

n

hi hi h BUSHELS Extra Mealing Corn.
aVH JVJ 400 Bbl*. Stone Mills Flour.
••

woithless

which to blow out his miserable brains.

At

Cents per Dozen!

ALLEY’S FRUIT

the fellow who has offered ten thousand dollars for the head of Gen Butler, is said to be

passed through
yesterday, on his

SWEET ORANGES. lo*t recelred
Naitoua. N P and female br
FENDEBSON k SABINE,

9ft (Wj(l

-AT-

SHAWLSj

20 Per Cent Discount!

jy Richard Yeadon, of South Carolina,

this

on

-AT-

more

are

oar

For axle bv
J. T. ROGERS k CO..
No 129 Commercial Street.

Oranges, Oranges, Orange*.

SKATE,

ice.)

10,000 Oranges,

body.

II. Tollman of that

on

Street.

\|p«>

*•

Lard, fn»m northern Hog*, of

a

Or Walkinq Dull—an amusing toy for Children.
Retail Pr ce 98.00—at
114
MIDDLE
STREET.
('HAS. DAY, Jr.
jaulO lw

not

...

(Biggest thing

SIIAW fe SON,
95 Commercial

Flour, Pork nnd Lard.

The Patent Autoperipatetlkos!

CLOAKS,

rr'Vt notice that even the Portland
Argus treats the message of Gov. Coburn w ith

We

by

"C/Wk" BBLS. Hemberford Mill* Flour.
^ 2W Bbls. Clear and Extra Pork.

Received,

Celebrated ARCTIC

•

that out of seven Democrats in

President ol that

recently

dollar, payment

Large Assortment of Ladies' and Gmuxn

Al«o—the

House.

injured.

Bbls. Wctern Me.. BF.EF,

For .ale

j»oa6w

J*nl 3w

that which is manufactured at the State

to

2 ooo stiS1X8
'AX>

SKATES!

from the offensive

»!.. cl.....1.4 t....

JuU8*
«iras» Need and Mens Beer.
Xew HERI,S

Ornci Hocus—9 to 12J A. M.; 2 to 4J P. M.
N'ATH'L J. MILLER, Collec or
1st District State of Maine.
janl2 dtf

Just

GROCERIES,

—FOR RALE BY —

GO

his paper, if his subscribers do uot pay up more

as

one

Ac.

APPLES.

Together with

of all kiuds of Stamps for sale at
Commercial street; and the
expected to use them on and after this

public
date. (January 1. 1868.)

BALDWIN

5*) Tube BITTER.
GO
LARD.

supply
No. 92
A raywilloffice.
be

WILL SOW BUY

tinea tens to

pleased

Portland, Me,

Apples, Flour,

Internal Revenue §tnmp«.

gor namesake to the resumption state in
whieh it hits participated.

the Senate,

PEARL,

0\J\J 4.000 Lbs. DRIED APPLE*.

NOTICE.

The Saco Democrat welcomes its Ban-

moment

having

MERCHANDISE.

Iau2

!

ln th«t

and its Crisis.

dec204wd

-Agents,

I

promptly.
Augusta

Country

TIIIE

Portland. Me.

EVERYBODY

Ti°'clock'

returned from threw
undersigned,
years residence in Canada, to share the Tortuous
or hi* native land, i* prepared to
respond to the call
of Associations, or Lecture
Committees, and speak
upon either ot the following topics:
1. Our Country—Its
Mission, its Crisis, its Deliverancc and
Safety.
2. ruR Nature. Foundation and
Mission of
Civil Govern xrrt, with reference to our
present
national conflict.
8. Maine- it* Position, its Past, its
Present, its Interest and Regions to the
Country end its Crisis
4. The Mabonjo Fraternity—its Relations to
tne « ountrv. the Government, and the
Conflict—its
uture Mission.
Liberal, with a view to reach the people.
ddress
CYRIL

14.838 74
2.981 61
2,913 67

Agents,

“

ark

8e«'y.

Our

8300.000 00

Ho. 166 Fore St., head of

Thompson.

Question for Discussion.
Rfsolred, That the dictates of conscience depend
^
education.
upon
Per order of Committee.
J*Dl°
* M. CAR8LEY,

00

8224,796 00

!

t.jlmore,

meeting of thi* A*aociatioa for
beheld Thora-

AXV

uiriry'ii'ifl invited.

joiix w. mrxoEK a sox,

decidedly higher:

United States 6’s 1881 coupons,. 96
United States 6's 1881 registered,. 96
Treasury 7 3-10ths .102}
United States demand notes.138)

i

44
44

JJ?*-**

The Public

40.000 00
2 ,000 U0
2'»,000 00
6,000 0U
6,000 00

44

'/

•

Board-— Stocks better.
Illinois Central,.■. 89
Ceutrad.1174
Michigan Central,. u*J
American Cold, .142)

i

tfii

premiums thereon,
43,368 70
outstanding claims,
including unpaid dividends,
10,862 00
Largest amount insured on any
one risk,
16.000 00
WM. COMSTOCK, President.
(Signed)
Waltku 1*aink, Secretary.
Pbovidbhcb, Dec. 22. 1862.
The State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantation, Providence County ss.—In Providence this
twenty-second dav of December. A. D. 1862. Then
William Comstock ami Waller Paine persouallv
appeared before me. and the said William Comstock in
hi* capacity as President, and the said Walter Paine
in his capacity as Secretary, of‘ Merchants’ Insurance Company,” severally made oath to the truth
of the above statement.
liicxur Maktin,
Justice of the Peace.

THEY WILL BRING!

J.
A.

*• €• M. Association.

8110,000 00

44

Amount of
Ain't of all

Malinger*.

r. «. Whiter.
fc. B. Dow.

l»t, 1861.

*•

ing.

i.'uSST’

Floor

gnadrille Band.
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
JanlQ Id

Amount of premiums thereon,
Amount of tire risks outstand-

-WILt BE SOLD-

Jan. 14th.

iz-ssr

i'. E.' Born ham,

New York, Jan. 13.

Mr.

ctlnrsday Evening,

Committee of Arrangement*.

I*,

A

L,

*“ be obtained of Com. of
r’1SCT?
Arrang ta
.Jr-Mtndcby Chandler’* full

paid in cash.8160,000

standing.

New York

^ ft

R.

Amount of marine risks out*

Slock Market.

a

all

4

sales 70.000 lbs
domestic 60 « 05; 240 bales pulled at 62i «*«6; 22ll
bales unwashed French at 33), and 122 bafes Cape on
private terms.

enough

Providence,

Amount of Premium Notes,
Amount of Cash on band,
Amount of cash in hands of

Freights to Liverpool—uuchmgod; flour 2*; grain

well

On *

TFl K-

American Bank
Merchants' Bank
tilobe Bank
What Cheer Bank
Phcnix Bank

44

100
100

Jan. 13.

Conee—very

Second

II A L

AT LANCASTER HALL,

166 Fore Street,

INVESTMENTS.
2200 shares Bank of Commerce stock,
"

® 37.

—not

by giving

A

13

$162,024

Inatrporated.May

Fork—more active and a shade firmer; sale* 1000
bids new Mess for June delivery at 1*100.
Sugar—very firm ; New Orleans 10) <® 11).
firm; Rio 29.
Molasses—New Orleans in fair demand ; sales at 32

i

CLUB
celebrate their Tenth
Anniversary

Will

On the 30th day of November, A. D. 18*52.

Beef—steady.

graph

THE PINE TREE STATE

Merchants’ Insurance Co.,
In

New York. Jan. 13.
Cotton—active and tinner; vales 3CKJ0 balev at 70 @
701 for middling uplands.
Flour—Stale ami Western opened 6 ® 10c better,
and closed dull and scarcely so firm; Superfine Sfate
6 2o ® 0 50; Kxtra do 6 65® 0 75; choice do 0 80
®
7 00; Round lloop t.hio 7 15 a 7 25; choice do 7 30
® 8 25. Western 6 25 a 0 55; Southern a shade firmer; mixed to good 7 00® 7 65;
Fancy and Kxtra
7 76 « 900; Canada 5 n Me better; Kxtra 0 75 a 8 25
Wheat—1 n. 2 cents better; < hicago spring 1 2b a,
1 37: Milwaukee club 1 38 a. 1 44; Amber Iowa 145
« 1 48;
Winter Red Western 15m a 153; Amber
Michigan 154 a. 1 60
Corn—opened a shade firmer, and closed dull;
Mixed Western Round 83® 84; unsound 70® 82;
White do 86; Yellow 85.

1

l-ort?.;:ru,' ®i«rB1868e

Lone Wharf.

-OF

i

New York Mnrket.

7Jd;
Wool active and

Kvrnlng Ticket* fiO cent* r»ch—tote had at
»“*lc store, the Bookstore., and at the door Paine’*
,U Comn,euco “
7‘ °’el«k

STATEMENT

New York Legislature.
were thirteen ballots in
fur WiumL*oe
Va aKaSaa

Head of

f

_

There

-BY-

REV. EDWIN C. IJOLI.ES.

MUNGER, Agent,
No.

;

13.
Tlie Supreme Court of Wisconsin has decided to sustain the writ of lialieas corpus in
behalf of the Ozukee rioters arrested for resisting the draft, thus denying the right of the
President to suspend the w rit iu such cases.

No. 16H 1.2 Middle St.

Lower than the Lowest!

corner ot Middle
at 85 State street.

and

Enquire

Temple
JanlO

To bp Let.
in the second story, over Store 96
Middle street-Mitchell'* Building. Possession
given immediately. Inquire of
A. T. DOLE.
j*i»2 tf

CHAMBERS

Portland, Me.

dec 12 eod3m

■

The undersigned has removed his Office to

Copartnership Notice.

No. 168 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
Where he is prepared to write any

j

amount

that may be

nership

W O

O

LENS,

meet at their
at 11 o’clock

Banking

Boom
to till

lust
A. M.,
Board of Directors.
the
Directors.
vote
of
By
J. B.
Portland, January 9, 1863.

Book and

are notified to
on Monday, 26th
a vacancy
in the

Lower tlian elsewhere.

and stvie of BCRGE8S BHOS. If CO., is
day dissolved by mutual consent.
Either party is authorized to use the name of the
firm iuliquidation.
Clf AS S BURGESS
HENRY H. BURGESS.
Portland, January 1,1352.
janl d3w

td

Depot For

Periodical

THIS

SALE LASTS

have this

undersigned
under the firm
THEnership

0O

DOLLARS will be

Days.

A

and carry on the same kind of business
firm, in all its branches, at the old stand.

our

PUBLISHERS OF THE PR”S8.

can be accommodated
rooms at the above house,

tleraeu.

pleasant
STREET.

20 Per Cent. Premium given

ON

Specie!

with board aud
No. .37 MIDDLE
Jan 3—d2w*

m

14th.

Copartnership Notire.

ON
I|

CYRUS K. BABB,

LOST!
Saturday evening, between

streets,

South and India
Free or Middle, a Port-momiaie conof money.
The Under will be well
leaving it at this office. Jau 12- lw

0

on
a sum

taming
rewarded by

•

cor-

ner

new

directly feeing the market. Kent oar.
Enquire at office of
OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 27 Exchange St.
Sept. 15.1S*$2.
Street*,

To Lfl.
The large House on the corner of Mid"
die and Willow Streets, recently oceu*
A. Richard* as a board*
pied bv Mr*. C.
Poasesaion given immediing house.
ately. F or particulars enquire of

tho

Jual

eo'tivr

Clapp’s Block.

JOHN C. PROCTOR

oc25 tf

Proposal* for City Tomb.
or Pobtlabb.
I
January 9th, lflW )
will ba received by tbe
k^ ouimittee
emeterioa and Public Grounds,
at the office of City Engineer, until Monday, the »th
inst.. for the construction of a Tomb in Evergreen
Cemetery, as per idaus and *j>ecideations which may
be seen at City Engineer’s office. The
omautteo
reserve the right to reject proposals not satis fRoftory.
Per order of Committee.
A. K. SHCBTLKPP, Chairman.
jar9 td

Crrr

old

Kail

Koud Bond*.

of the

*ecoud

Bonds of

tho

K. .4. of the P. F. D.

mortgage
Kennel>ec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
HOLDERS
tbe 15th of Octhe interest coupons thereon due

Thk Annual Meeting of the Relief A»sociation of the Portland Fire Department will be held at the Chief Engineer's

tober. 1*2. are hereby requested to deoosit the same
in my bauds, for which receipts will bo given ana
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in tho

on

office, on Wednesday Evening. January * Portland k Kknmkbxc Railroad. (a »eic organ*
! irafion,) as soon as the books and oertiticate* can ba
7$ o'clock, for the choice of Trustees, and the
prepared, in accordance with a vote of said Compatransaction of other business that max come before
J. S CUSHING,
ny, Nov. 8, 1862
them.
Per order of the President,
Treasurer Portland k Kenneboo Railroad.
J. C. TUKESBURY, Secretary.
declS dU
Dec
16.1862.
Augusta.
1.18*3.
Portland. January

Commercial Street, head of Hobson’s*Whart.
Inquire of J. H HAMLKN,
Office on Hobson’s Wharf.
•ep4tf

JOHN A. TITCOMB was admitted a partner
our tirm from the first instant.
JOHN W. PERKINS & CO.
dlw**
Portland, January 9, 1363.

as

%

to Kct.

MILin

—

To Eel.
commodious Chamber in the northerly
THE
of the
brick block,turner of Lime and
Milk

PROPOSALS
SEALED
(
on (

80 Com me rein I Street.
HENRY H. BURGESS,
CHARLES 8. KOBE*
Janl d*w
Portland. Jan. 1st, 1963.

for

jrv

Cooper'* Shop

copart-

LEADS, COLORS, JAPAN, AC.,

for the detection

or

House.
Gentleman and his wife, aud a few single gen-

a

of

and will coutinue to manufacture

given
and conviction of any |>ersou
INIVE
persons stealing
from the doors of
subscribers.

Piiysou

day formed

uaiue

BURGESS, FOBES A CO„

REWARD !

^Y

a

THE
this

fers a rare chance for a man with a lew hundred dollars canital.
Apply to CHARLES J. CLARK,
Jan 3—dtf
Cor. Congress aud Chestnut sts.

|

MA

Dissolution of i'opnrtnorshlp.
copartnership heretofore existing under the

SCOTT, Cashier

Male.

—

modern built HOUSE. No. 30 Danfbrth
street, suitable for a genteel family—containing fifteen rooms
F.uuuire of J k. KING, in rear of 30 Danfbrth
Street.
dcclFtf

name

undersigned, being about to change hi, busir|MIK
X ness, offers his stock and stand for sale. This of-

papers
dec2o

SAVAGE,

AT 33 1-2 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RALPH BUTLER, Je
W. H. SAVAGE.
1863.
1,
Poitlaml, January
janS d3w

MEETING.

Shareholders of this Bank

TO RENT.

Copart-

a

Wholesale Commission Business,

For men and Boys’ Wear,

CANAL BANK.
X

formed

for the transaction of

j. H. mi x;i;n.

fllHE

have this day
under the style of

BUTLER &

wanted.

janT d3m

SPECIAL

undersigned

FI1I1E

of

marine. Fire and Life Insurance,

—

liis opponent.

Office

Madison, Wis., Jan.

♦a.Har

Wednesday Evening,Jan. It, imj,

Losses reported upon which the
liability
of the Co. is not determined.
$10,000 00
Amount of all other claims against the
Co., (chieflv dividends uncalled for)
1,730 02
J W. DANIEL*. President.

JOHN W.

consin.

—

was

I1HE1K l)«WV 11 FAKES!

c.

bo deliv

will

NEW CITY HALL.

EPHRAIM BROWN, Secretary.

Writ of Habeas Corpus Suspended in Wis.

Albany,

Tl^r" r'ec,ure ot l*1® Couree

Stock.
.S1M.100 00
Amount at risk.
<>
360 67
Investments—at market ealtte
Loans, amply secured by mortgages of *
real estat'e,
10
Loans.amply secured by pledge of stocks,
17,ar* oe
132 shares Appleton Bank, Lowell,Mass.,
15.18U
00
"
10
Prescott
l.lno 00
••
••
••
15
Lowell
1,650 00
60
Pemberton
6.260 (X)
Lawrence,
M
M
*»
20
Bay State,
1,600 00
60
B’nk of Commerce, Boston/'
5.125 00
"
'*
60
North America,
00
6,000
»»
60
Howard Bank,
6.000 00
••
60
Safety Fund Bank,
6.000 00
20
Eliot Bank,
2,000 00
**
90
Lowell Sc I^awrenee R. R.
8.(gj0 tx)
**
"
"
32
Stony Brook
3.200 00
Manufacturing Stocks,
13.406 00
6 United States Bonds. 6
6,226 00
per cent,due 1981,
I Deposited with U. S. As istaut Treasurer
at Boston.
16.000 00
Balance in hands of Agents.
042 pyj

ed.

Department.

S. Cameron

FIRST

Lecture*.

Capital

Liabilities.

the !

among

Terrible Accident while Skating.—Twentyseveb Men and Women Drowned.
Binghamton, X. Y., Jan. 13.
A very mournful catastrophy occurred at
Broome
Harpersviile,
county, yesterday. A
pleasure party of 37 ladies and gentlemen
were skating on a pond in that vicinity, when
the ipe gave way and 27 of them were drown-

Proposed

uuyority.

Always Commencing

JANUARY

JI. L. A.

-OK THE-

Howard Fire Insurance
Company
OF BOSTON, MASS..
November l«t. 1803.

-^ISTNUT^VL SALE!

raging fearfully
British troops who recently captured Roll ding,
in China, rendering its re-capture by the Toepings probable.
was

ENTERTAI \MENTS

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

sanguine.

j

safe.

INSURANCE.

FOURTH

From California and China.
San Fbancisco, Jan. 13.
Tlie Senaotrial caucus comes off to-night at
Sacramento. The friends of Mr. Phelps are

—

Monitor.

DRY GOODS.

Madagascar.

»A

FROM NEWBKRX.
In the McDowell Court of Inquiry to-day,
Gen. Pope certified in relation to the battle of
Cedar Mountain and matters in connection
with that campaign. He gave with particu- i Important
military movements in
larity the disposition of his troops on the 5th
of August and subsequently. It appears that
Progress.
he reached Cul|>ep|K“r Court House early on
tlie morning of the 8th, ids whole force being
aliout
it having been considered by tlie
Establishment of a new Naval
authorities in Washington not judicious to re- ;
move (ion. King's division from Fredericksburg. His instructions required him to bo
very careful not to allow the enemy to interKewBEKK, N. C. Jan. 9.
pose between him and Fredericksburg, to
*
Freight peb Grand Trunk.—We learn
Troops are rapidly pouring in and inportant
which point the forces from the Peninsula
movements
are
that the freight per Grand Trunk Railway to
military
were to be brought.
pending.
Gen. McDowell was in
It is proposed to establish an
no wise responsible, but in all respects carried
independent
this city was much larger last year than the
Naval
Department, enbraciug the Inland waout
instructions faithfully and zealously.
previous one. During the month of November Gen. my
ters of North Carolina, for Cant. Alex. MurPope stated that Gen. McDowell was
last 2700 cars were run on the freight trains,
ray, senior officer commanding the naval forces
under his immediate observation until near
In the sounds of North Carolina. Capt. Murand In December 3000. Isoinsr an increase of
the close of the battle, when he put his troops
ray's command is at present attached to the
into action oil Gen. Banks’ right. His con650 care over the previous year in those
North Atlantic blockading squadron.
The
duct throughout was gallant and efficient.
months. This is exclusive of wood, Ac., on
proposed change is strongly recommended by
Gen. McDowell did all he ought to have done
the company’s own account.
Gen.
Foster.
It
will
relieve Hear Admiral
in regard to Gen. Sigel at Waterloo.
Lee of much responsibility and tend to the
Launched.—At Harps well yesterday, from
greater activity in the naval operations in this
Ovation to Oea. Butler in Boston.
department. Capt. Murray is an experienced
the yard of Capt. Norton Stover, a suj>erior
otlieer, whose administration here has been
built bark, about 450 tons to bn called the Ada
exceedingly efficient and successful.
Cakteb. She is owned by Messrs. StephenThe Hon. C. II. Foster, who received sueh
Hit Remarks in Faneuil Hall.
son * Co., Edward Hamblin and others of this
a flattering free labor vote in this district for
Congress, will soon proceed North to procure
city. Capt. Henry late of the bark Faith is to
funds to assist him in raising a second regiPresentation of a Secession Flag to the
command her.
ment of North Carolina troops.
% City o< Boston.
A meeting was held in Beaufort on the 6th
EF“The liody of Rufus C. Penley, a private
inst., whicli adopted resolutions against the
in the Maine 6th, who died at the Regimental
recognition by Congress of the recent election
Boston, Jan. 13.
Hospital at Fair Oaks, Va., was escorted to
here.
Gen. Butler had a grand anil enthusiastic
the Grand Trunk depot yesterday by a dereception io-dayr Immense crowds gathered
around tlic Lowell depot awaiting his arrival,
tachment from the 7th Maine, commanded by
It-ms from Richmond Papers—Federal Ofand the route of the procession was lined wiih
ficers not to be Exchanged.
Lieut. Butler, The body is to be conveyed to
multitudes of people. Funcuil Hall was overHeaibjuabtebs Akmy or Potomac, I
Norway, the native place of the deceased.
it
and
the
around
contained
flowing,
spaces
January 13. )
thousands of spectators. The galleries of the
The Richmond Whig and Inquirer of this
JF-The lecture before the Mercantile Lib- j Ilall were packed with ladies.
date, are received. They contain the followThe General and his escort reached it about
rary Association tlds evening will be delivered
ing. dated Petersburg 12th:
1
o’clock.
It
Wits gorgeously arranged with
Rev.
E.
the
able
Gen. Pryor encountered Dodge’s mounted
C. Bollee,
and eloquent
by
flags and emblems for the occasion, the panels
riflemen live miles from Suffolk, with two
pastor of the 1st Universallst Churchill this
of the galleries bearing the names of the cities
companies of cavalry, and routed them, incity. Evening tickets can be procured at the and liattles which he has idhde famous by his flicting
considerable hiss. Gen. Pryor remaindeeds.
bookstores and at the door of the hall.
ed in line of battle until Sunday morning, but
When the General entered the hall, the effect
tlie enemy would not leave his stronghold.—
was very grand, the white handkerchiefs ol
Pack auks fob Soldiers.
We are inLearning that 8,500 Yankees were at Carsville,
two
thousand
ladies
him
a
brilnearly
waving
Gen. Pryor pushed forward to intercept them.
formed by the Eastern Express Co. that packliant welcome home.
They fled on our approach, escaping through
ages for soldiers in the army, are now taken by
Mayor Lincolu introduced Gen. Butler to
Gates county.
Adams A- Co.’s Express to any point, the resthe assembled citizens.
He spoke of his serThe Inquirer still contends that the battle
vices and deeds, which were known to the
trictions having been recently removed.
of Murfreesboro' was victorious for the South.
world, and alluded, as one proof of those serIt is says this victory is by far the most comvices, to the fact that the rebels had offered
Seizures.—'Che police Monday afternoon
plete one for our arms in the Southwest. We
for
his
head.
Tremendous
applause
do not regard the falling back by Bragg as
seized a quantity of liquor on the premises of $.VX),00!l
followed this introduction.
Gen. Butler in
taking in the least from the glory of our arms
E. Gillispie, Free street.
Yesterday they response, spoke with great feeling.
or tlie importance of our victory.
All the
made a seizure of liquors on the premises of
His emotions, he said, so impressed the heart
boastful dispatches that Gen. Kosecraus may
as to almost choke the words he would utter,
Ross Meguire, on Washington street.
write can never recapture the prisoners, arms
and he alluded to the heroic men left behind,
and artillery carried oil'by Bragg, nor re-build
who would never again receive a welcome in
SF-The grand ball of the Pine Tree State
the wagons burned by Morgan ami Wheeler.
this world. He announced his readiness to go
Club comes off to-night at Lancaster Hall.
oov. i.eiener, in response to a requisition
wherever duty calls when government says the
by President Davis, lias, by proclamation,
A grand time may he expected.
word. He was ready to go north, south, east
called nut all the militia in the counties boror west.
He said confidently that there was
North Carolina line to aid in reEF-We are indebted to Mr. Berry, agent of more doubt at home concerning the issue of dering on the
polling any invasion by the enemy in that dithe Associated Press, for foreigu papers per
the struggle, than there was among the solrection. They arc to rendezvous at Petersdiers ; tiie soldiers saw and knew our strength
steamship Jura.
burg.
and the weakness of the enemy, ami were
The Whig says the Murfreesboro’ prisoners
with the justice of our cause.
deeply
impressed
are to lie sent to Richmond, the Federal GovGen. Foster Heavily Reinforced
PreparaIn his judgment we hail exhausted conciliations tor Attacks on Wilmington and
ernment having refused to receive them unless
Bavaunah.
tion, and there should be no prace, nor could
their officers are unrolled. The latter, some
there
the
rebels
were
to
rebe, unyl
content
New York. Jan. 1:1.
200 in number, will lie held in confinement, In
ceive
it
as
a
of
the
Union.
His
of
A Fortress Monroe correspondent states
part
plau
accordance with President Davis’ proclamathe
war
debt
was
of
the
introduction
that an arrival froin Newbern furnishes the
paying
tion, until Butler shall have been delivered up
free
labor
labor
would
become
South,
whereby
for punishment, and the men retained until the
following:
The rebel* are suffering seriously in consehonorable, and by which more abundant crops Federal Government consents to take them on
of coltou could lie raised, at less cost, than by
rebel terms.
quence of the destruction of the railroad at
Goldsboro’.
They have sent a large number sluve labor. Cotton could be raised with profit
at less than ten cents per pound.
We were
of negroes to repair the track and rebuild the
New Jersey legislature-Peace Propositions.
bridges, protected by a large force under Ev- now paying-from fifty to sixty cents per pound
for it.
Trenton, N. J., Jan. 13.
Put a tax of ten cents per pound on
French’s rebel division lias I teen moved
ans.
The Legislature meets to-day. Both parties
Iroin Petersburg to Kaleigh.
cotton, thus bringing the market price to twenA portion of
have made caucus nominations for officers.
Lee’s army has been sent to Richmond to be
ty cents, and we have an internal revenue from
The democrats bold a caucus this evening to
that source enough to pay the interest on a
ready to march to North Carolina.
nominate a Senator for the short term. Among
war debt twice as large as that we now have.
Gen. Foster is being heavily reinforced, and
he is determined to keep the railroad commuBesides, by doing this, England ami France, those mentioned as candidates is Jas. W. Wall,
which have done so much to prolong the war,
lately in Fort Warren. Mr. K. A. Field, apnication between Richmond and the Gulf
would thus be obliged to pay a large proporpointed by the government to fill the vacancy
States severed.
for the sboit term, has resigned and has been
tion of the debt.
It is generally conceded that there is a large
After
some further remarks, in which he alappointed District Judge.
fleet now at Newbern, designed to co-operate
Second dispatch.—Both Houses of the Legluded to the calumnies that had lieen cast
for the capture of Wilmington.
upon him, Gen. Butler concluded
It is rumored that au attack will soon be
by presenting islature organized to-day without difficulty.
The Governor’s message will be delivered
to the Mayor an elegant Confederate flae takmade on Charleston.
Gen. Nagle’s division
to-morrow. It is a plain State paper, giving
en from city Hall, Asw Orleans.
He gave it
«nd many other troops are ready for action.—
a very full account of the State affairs.
U> Boston, not as a trophy, but as a memento
Beaufort and Newport harbors are filled with
In the Senate to-day, Mr. Holsinan offered a
of the evils of secession.
transports.
series of peace resolutions, proposing an armisGen. Butler resumed his seat amid the most
The health of the troops is excellent. Many
tice of six months, to commence at once, and
regiments are being paid off.
; enthusiastic cheering.
Among liie decorations on tlie route of tlie that on the 2d Monday of the 3d mouth after
the commencement of the armistice the people
The Rebel Raid in Missouri—The Rebels
procession, a large flag was suspended from
Attacked and Driven Five Miles.
the residence of Hon. Edward Everett.
\ of each Congressional District are to elect one
A public dinner was tendered to Gen. But- j delegate to a convention, which i» to meet at
St. Louis, Jan. 12.
Gen. Curtis lias received a
dispatch from ler, hut lie declined it. A serenade was given Lexington, Ky., on the 2d Monday of the enMiyor Collins, commanding the position at him at the Revere House in the evening, and suing mouth, to arrange the terms for an amicable adjustment of ail difficulties,
the square was crowded with a dense multiLebanon, Mo., stating that at .'t o’clock SaturMr. Holsman movtvf that these resolutions
day morning 700 Federal* at Uartsville at- tude. Tlie General returned to Lowell in a
lie made the special order for the 22d instant.
tacked 4000 reliels with five pieces of
artillery, special train.
He
said he had not shown them to any of the
under Marmaduke and Porter, and drove them
members because he wanted to assume all the
five miles south. The rebels then took a cirCapture of Rebel Despatches-Officers of the
cuit aud returned to Uartsville, where the
Harriet Lane.
responsibility. The motion was agreed to.
Adjutant General Stockton gave Gen. Mcfighting recommenced, and continued until
rmi.AiiBUMii A, Jan. 13.
Clellan a levee this evening, at which both
sun down.
Our loss was 35 killed and woundThe Bulletin publishes a letter from the
of the Legislature paid their respects
ed. The rebel loss was 150.
blockading squadron off Charleston dated Jan. Houses
to him.
>
4th. announcing tlie capture ol a rebel boat
Safe Arrival of the Montauk and Passaic at
The democratic caucus has just nominated
w ith a
Major and important rebel dispatches
Beaufort, ft. C.
of
I for Europe.
; Col. Jas. W. Wall
Burlington, N. J., for U.
New VoitK, Jan. 13.
A private letter from ail officer on board the i S. Senator for the short term, by a vote of 30
Dispatches from the Navy Department state t inted States transport ship Circassian, states ; to 1».
that Capt. Worden, of the Montauk, has rethat on tlie 2d of January, that a vessel was off
ported his arrival at his destination to the
Election of Pennsylvania V. 8. Senator.
Ship Island, having on board several officers
Navy Department. The Passaic was in port who were on their way to join tlie Harriet
Harrisburo, Jan. 13.
all well, aud nobly braved a terrific storm off
Lane. As tlie latter was captured on the 1st
Charles Buckalow was elected U. S. Senator
Cape Hatteras, the same which wrecked the inst. by tlie rebels, these officers
in joint ballot of House and Senate by two
arc of course

I
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at

NOTICE.

lutrmaiional Steamship Cn.

subscriber U obliged to call on all penonaindebted to him for immediate settlement of their
demands, as he is about leaving the State.
On, ami for a few dat« utter, the 15th of Jannarr,
an opportunity » ill be oil. red for settlement without
costs, at theorttoe of l>r Hutchinson, t.ray
tVM XVABBEN UBEKNK.M D.
jan8 illOt
January 1,1883.

Meeting
International Sfcamritip Comy*By will bs bdl
IttlE
Comsmial SB.
of
at their o«».

TriE

dray,

Annual

corner

of the

Stockholder* of tk*

L'niunapd
st S o'clock
H.

P. M.,
1968,
lf,diuhlii, January
for tl.erl.ok.- of o#cer», and the tranuclwo of say
baMiiFM. that may legally come before them
II J I.1BUY. Sec rotary
did
I’ortlBnd. January d, 1663.
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POETRY.

THE

Sentimental Poetry.
The moonbeams’ mellow light
Fell softly on the earth,
The twinkling stars, fair orbs of
Shone brightly as at birth.

Expressly corrected
night,

sfn

additional duty

'V
mer-

Pearl p tb.71® R)
8,
l’ot-^.7j<®
A pplTH.

*'I pray thee tell me dearest,
What is it makes thee sad ?
Is’t aught of me thou fearest ?
1 tain would tee thee glad.”

Green pbbl.160@1 75
Sliced p lb.5F®64c
Cored p lb.6] ®0)
3
Unco red p
Brnol.
Duty 30 pc.
Pilot p 100 tbs. £54 (®

She gave him one imploring look.
Her lily haudclasped to Ids breast,
I’ve eat a lot of add biled talers,
And the darned things don’t digest!”

lb.2f®

11

6j!

Ship.44 (® 4J

Crackers per bbl.. 3®) 3^
Crackers, p 100 .35 ®40c
Butter.
Ihtty 4c p tb.

MISCELLANY._

man

lour

uouars

has been given for it by this fair lady here;
and as that is unquestionably a great extravagance, you can go up to her now and ask her
to give you the same sum, since her purse is
so lavishly tilled."
The old soldier was thrown into the most
nuzzling predicament, and could not see clearly in how far he dare venture to enter into
the jest (for such lie felt it to be;) but the
Queen at once relieved Idm, for, putting on a
gayly malicious smile, she went up to the hesitating sergeant, placed four silver dollars in
his hand, anil then said, pointing to the King:
“The puissant lord standing there at the
window has a purse much more lavishly filled
than mine,and from him I receive all I possess.
Go up therefore to him, and I am sure he will
give you double of what I have just bunded
you; lie is very well able to do it”
The wary old soldier east a sly glance of enquiry towads his royal master (who had assuredly little anticipated the turn affairs had taken) before he would-venture to advance;
but, meeting a friendly smile, soon stood before tlie King, who, drawing out his purse,
with a shrug that seemed to say, “1 have got
into a fine mess by my jesting,” handed eight
dollars to the delighted greybeard, who instantly hacked out of the royal presence with
a precipitation lliat seemed to apply a fear that
the dollars might perclmucc he re-demanded,
On his exit the
as given merely in jest.
Queen clapped her hands merrily, and exclaimed, with a joyous laugh, “who has paid
dearest for the cap 1 should like to know ?"—
And, ainid laughing reprisals, the couple sat
down to breakfast.
•A

grn«chen then

was

half-pence, English.

worth, at the utmost, three

ovv

III

KUV.

IWllI, .11111

Ill'll MIC

truth of it was challenged by some incredulous
dog in the party, Goldsmith turned imploringly upon Dr. Johnson, and said.
Doctor, you can attest the trutli of that

story.”

“Oh yes,” said the surly old bear; “I know
that to Ire true—/ made il inyselfl”
The truth of many a good story has the same
indisputable claim to the belief of mankind, if
we could only, as in this case, gel buck to take
the original, and find the author who is willing
to take the paternity of his own offspring. But
if the authors will notown up,somebody ought
to help the easy, good-natured public to the
names of the men who place them under such
obligations. A boy in Birmingham. England,
being asked whether some shillings which he
was passing were
good, answered, wit h great
simplicity, “Av. that they be. for 1 seed father
make ’em all this morning!” The making of
jokes, likeWhe making of shillings, is too common a trade, and the laws should be rigidly
enforced against all manufactures.
Jokes are lairn, not made. It is so wi'li poeNat Lee
try and all other follies of the sort.
was thought to lie a crazy poet, and one day
Dick Hoffman said to him, "Nat, is it not
mighty easy to write like a madman, as you
do?” “No.” said Lee,“but it must be very
ea*v to write like a fool, as you do.”
Who said the good thing llrst? would be a
curious question to pursue with reference to
half the standard jokes on record. And even
Joseph Miller, or Josephus Molitor, would be
shorn of half his laurels if the jokes were
traced home to their legitimate parents. The
other day a man was telling of hard times in
Philadelphia, and said that they have good
workmen there who would get up the inside
of a watch for three dollars.
"Why, that’s
nothing,” said his friend ; “there are plenty of
wlu
would
the
inside oi a chimboys
get up
ney for a quarter.” And that is os old as the

hills.—[Harpers’ Monthly.
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of Mr. Thomas Richard* hi* interest in

Washington

Street

Bakery,

where will bo manufactured the varieties of BREAD
found in similar establishment*; and he
hopes, by
elose application to business, and an endeavor to
please, to merit a share of patronage.

H. BK4MSII.
FAMIL Y FLOUR by the barrel, or in less
dec9tf
quantities4
GOOD

H. C. LOVELL &
-AT

1*9

Middle Street

j

Sperm.32 ®35

I

Cement.

Cotton* and

120

Ticking*,

SILKS, WOOLENS,
and all other

DELAINES,

goods usually found iu

Goods
also

Agents

for

Store!
Foy’s

Corset and §kirt Supporter.
Portland, Jan.2d, 1863.

jan3 2m

WOODMAN, TRUE A CO.,
Importer,

Foreign

and

Wholesale Dealer, in

and Domestic

Dry Goods,

■AltUFACTL'REBS AND JOBBERS OF CL0TB1NC,

If os. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.
Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. Horsey,

Alfred

aug20d&wtf

Book, Card

brnlhrr.

3*2, Oil Almonds and
(ftto of Bos. *1 60, Oil
/{•rgamot. Cassia and
(lores £1. Uydriodate
Pot ashlbc, Cant harides.
mon

Mastic, Ipecac, Ithubarb,
Cardamons, Oil Lemon,
Anise and Orange, Iodine 60c, Tolu and Crude
<

The

j
1

'amphortSOc, lie fined do. Hoops.£28 &30
Acid
llackinotack

241c,
TimCream Tartar, (Htric ber. p tun.10(5.16
M olii Mara*
Acid, Shellac, < 'opal. Damar and Gums used for fhity
6c p gat.
like purposes Ilk*, Aloes, f ’ienftigos..
35 a 36
Verdigris, Chlorate of Irinidad.35 g 36
Curb.
Potash,
Magnesia Cuhaclaved.30 a 31
do.
do. tart
6c, Boracic Acid, Yellow
27«2H
Prnssiate potash and do. Muscovado 32 a33
Bed do. 10c, Liquorice, New Orleans.
Ocolic Acid and Sugar Portland Syrup, hhds. 25
do.
bbla.. 27
of Jjcad 4c, AsphaKurn
and Bi-Chro. Potash 3c.
\nila*
Epsom Salts, fhity: (Ait lc. Wrought2c,
Sago
Liquorice Root, Bi-Carb. Assorted 3c p ft».*
Soda, Caustic Soda lc: f,Mk. 450^476
Castor OU 60c p gal..
Naval Siorra*
Morphine $2 p oz.. Al- thit if: Turpentine, flosin.
um 64>c P cwt., V*p/H ras
Pitch, Tar80 pcadraf.,
S.
60c p cwt.. Muriatic Ac15c ttgal.
id It) pc ad ral.. Spong- Par (foreign Ip bkl.S13o116
I si n- Pitch (Coal Tar). £4 io
es. Assafittidn.
• glass. Etor Sulphur .Sen- Rosin.18 «20
na, Arrowrted, Ginseng Pti rpentine Pgal.280.a285
20 pc. Bleaching PowOn tin in.
ders 3<k; p cwt.. Sago Duty: Free.
60c p cwt., Sal Soda and American.8>® 91
Sod* Ash
P lb, Crude Oil.
Brimstone Ss and Boll Duty: Sperm. Whale and
do. ^6 p ton. Alcohol40c
other Fish Oils of forP gal.
itgn .fisheries 20 pc ad
Alum p lb. 4 ® 6c
ml.. Linseed, Hempseed
Aloe*.30 « 37
and l lope Heed 23c* p gal.,
Arrow Root.17 «4<)
(Hire 23c.
Salad 5Oc,
Borax.2* a 30
Palm. Seal and (bcoaBrimstone (roll).. .4Is 6
nut 10c p gal.
Bi-Carb.
faO* Portland Kerosene
Sulphur.6 s 6j lllnminat g Oil.55 (£60c
Sal Soda.3 V® 4 Machine.80 'a, 82
| C amphor.14<»«1&0 ( larine.
208>a.*210
, Cream Tartar.35 a66 Sperm Winter.
Logwood ex.12f a 14 \N hale, ref. Whit 9S Sh)0
do.
Cmde.90 g92
Magnesia.28 a 36
Indigo, M'la,fine.?!}a 2 Grand Rank and
Madder.17c o 18
Bay Chalcur. £26 £29
Opium .§9 a fM Shore.24 a 26
Rhubarb.200 a 2l8 Linseed.*1 .‘12 a 1 35
Alcohol.87 ttU5 Boiled.
1 3»i« 140
Fluid.1 W cl 21, Lard Oil.1 outgi 05
Olive Oil.1 75a 1 80
I Camphcne.200 «
Saltpetre.11 a 23 Castor oil.2 05 a 2 10
Vitriol.12 (&
X eat afoot oil.... 1 QSr&l 12
Oniona
Dynromlt.
Free.
Duty
P bid.S3 37 a 3 50
Harwood.21®
P bush.1 30,al 33
Brazil Wood.13 a
1*h iaaia*
Camwood.41a. 4) Duty On White L- ml '/;-(/
or ground in oil and fled
Fustic, Cuba.2 m
Savauvilla 1J« 2
Lead £2 40 p 100 tbs.
lfyperuic.4js & Litharge 2*c, Oxide if
Zinc
Logwood,
pib, Prussian
Cam peachy.2 @24
Blue, ermilion, ('hrome
St. Domingo.ITa 2
Y el loir. Venetian Bed 26,
Extract Logwood.
a.14
Spanish Brotcn dry 20,
N'ic
a
Wood.
in nil 3n pc ad ml., ) /and other Ochres 60c
Peach
loir
4J
.3J@
Red
p 100 tbs, Paris White
.Sis
dru 60c, in oil £1 fio,
.2 s
Sapan
Quercitron Bark. .21® 2J
Whiting 60c p 100 tbs.
Red Sanders.3 S 6 P’tl'd Lead, in oil.SlOalOl
Dim-It.
Lewi* Lead,
.101 a 10j
Boston Lead,
9- a
Duty 30 pc ad ral.
^•c, Tartaric

...

j

l^c,

Duck,
U.8. 10 oz.56 @
12 oz.66 v&
Feather*.
Duty 30 t>c ad ral.
Live Geese
fb. 50 @65
Russia.25 @
Fish.
Duty For 100 |b* foreign
caught
Herring * 1,
Mackerel *2. Salmon *3;
and all other pickled in
bbls. *1 Go p ub!., othermine 50c D rirt. From
Provinces free.
Cod larjre V qut..84a: 4i
small. 3% 3]
Pollock.210; 21
Haddock, .lj a
Hake,.1 55 a, 1 75
lIorriue,Shorc4>bl.4 (dj 4J
—

do. Labrador., none,
do. Scaledt>hx 83a 40c
do. No. 1.25 «.‘>t
Mackerel
bbl.,
Iiay No. 1.*10$@11
•/
Rav No.
8
Ray No. 8.5i a 6
Shore No. 1
.10} a 11

2.7]

**

&

2.7]a 7J

do. (medium).. .4*a
do. (small).3a
Fruit.

Woodman,

Charles Bailey.

Fancy Printing

neatly executed

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

-r

,

this season, should
SAMBUCI WINE,

Every fam ly.at

And all other articles
Faint establishment.

in

Drug

a

and

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr.
for
PRIVATE
number of years confined his
a

! diseases of

a

certain class.

Hughes has
attention to

complexion.
a

but the Dr. himself. His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without
dieting
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cures w ithout the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new case* in a tew hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of
mercury’, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredient* are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them.
1 Ot'Ntj MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused bv bad habits in youth,
the effect? of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eves, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, arc speedily and permanently
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned If desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

Portland,

JONATHAN
Aug. 19, 1802.

or

dtt

Is the first and only remedy ever offered to the public for the effectual removal of the Ascaridi*#, or PinWorms, from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two years, anti the
fact that it is fa«t sup ••rsoding all other worm remedies. is the best test of its great merit.
'It affords /{ELIEE in twtwhj-f"ur hours, and
an entire cure is warranted, when taken
according
to directions, which accompany eagh bottle.
This Syrup is also a most aluable family cathartic,
to be always used when pbvsie is required, especially
for children. It corrects the secretions, give* tone
to tiie stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is purely qf I'eyetable
Extracts, and always safe and reliable.
Solti in New York by IIai.i. k RrciiEi.,218Greenwich street; in lesion by (iK». C. (iOodwin k Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Diuggists.
Sold in Portland by H. 11. HAY and all the princidec*) 3m
pal Druggists.

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. G. Mayo,
.Proprietor.
PAS8ADUMKEAG, MAINE.
....

THK subscriber would very respectfully anto bis numerous friends. an<{ the
public generally, that during the temporary
Compulsory suspension of Yds business lie
lias furnished this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait upon his customers. and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. Ci. MAYO.
d&utf
Passedumkeag, June23,1862.

L^uounce

hopes

HOTEL,
By C. M. PLUM ?CK
BATIl

.ldulOJ

connei

EYE Sr EAR

*'*

3j

are more

DU. L.

They seem to pass even common observation,
every part of the body is dependent up* n
them for life and health.

!

Isa

Hound

Hog*.

0

value

7

Produce.

SCALES.

Beet P qu'r p ib. 6 ® 7J
Eggs, p doz.18 [u 19
I’otatoes. pbbl.f 160a 1 75
'hickens.8 a 10
Lamb....6 (a 8
I'urkies.10 u J2

discovery,

which is

most

wonder-

by addressing

a

note of

inqairy

to Mr. II.

17,10k,

1

the

hope of

thus finding relief.
meantime, most providentially, I noticed
one day in a shop window a bottle of KlOK RICHARD'S EYE WATER. I had never heard ot it beare
correct
in
They
principle, thoroughly made, i fore, but determined to
try it, and did, with the most
of the best materials, aud are perfectly accurate and
durable in operation.
delightful results. In a very few days the painful
irritation w as removed: I could bear the strongest
For sale, iu every variety, as
light, and went forth to the enjoy ment of a new life.
1 now keep a bottle of it alw ays in the house, and if
Hay, Coal and Railroad Seales !

ieese.9 (a 10

4) Peal.none.

3$ I’icklea, p bbl_9~fr& 8$
Riff.

Duty: Lemons, Oranges. buty:

('leaned lie, PadBanana- and Plantains
dy Jc p lb.
ail rat., Almonds Kic« p lb.6?@ 7j
2a
II u in.
4c. and Shelled do. Go
fti. Xuts and Jkites 2c *ort laud distilled .63 @66c

by

CTT" You

can save

dawtf

Iil-.y-P

AND

FOR THE WEARY.

ANDERSON’S
Patent

-O.

K..

Frohook,

Under United Slate* Hotel, Portland.

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anyth'ngobe of the kind, and proving
elfec ual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and single ladies, and is the very best thing

TESTIMONIALS :

licalthy

spring

(

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated "Anderson spring Bed Bottom" to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all other© we have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin a son.
Franklin House. Bangor, Sfe.
Slay 12,1863.
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FAIRBANKS

BROWN.

quackery'

..

Primes.8$@10$!

praise
being

Eye

New

AVorks !

|

«•

__

__

they

j

TACTICSj

Army ItegulalioiiK.

physician

pleasure

Exchange

anticipated.

....

Land in Franklin, Me.

Gray Beards,
Host

Dyo !

suppression*,

Merchants,

FLOUR, OORN AND PRODUCE

j

TO

!

Winthrop

EARNESTLY caution all voting

men

suffering

Ac .against endangering
from Nervous
their heaifli by patronizing anv of the advertising
the method* used
quacks. You can Billy recover
bv the Advertiser, and by hundreds of others, aid
is no other WAY.
Read a letter which I will send
you if you will send me a postpaid euvelope bearing
your address. Direct to
EDWARD H. TRAVER.
ocl6dA*3ra
Lock Box. Boston. Mass.

Debility,

by

prepared

Commission

()C

I

cheerfully

MOODY,

..

Quackery!

Attend!

ABOUT

known for the purpoee. as it will
bring on the monthly sickness in cam-s
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all other rvniedies'of the kind
have been tried in vain.
OVER 9000 BOITLES have now
been sold withwait a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any case.
in bottle* of three
tF~It is put
different strengths, with tall directftMM for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all parte of the country.
PRICES—Full strength, 010; half strength, 95;
quarter strength, 93 per bottle.
REMEMBER—This medicine is designed expresslyjfbr obstinate cases, which alt other fflMlh0
of the kind have failed to cure ; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
WARE OF JMITA TIOXS! If one genuine and warranted, unless purchased directly of Dr.
M at his Remedial Institute for Special Diseases,
No. 28 Uuion street. I*rovidence, K. I.
(y*Thia Specialty cinbiaccs all diseases of a prirate nature, both ot MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years' practice,
giving them his whole attention.
onsulfatiou* bv letter or otherwise are strictly conjiflcntial.mud medicines will be sent by express,
*<-rnrr/ro«n observation, to all parts of the l nited
States. Also accommodations for ladies from abioad
wishiug for a secure and uuiet kktkkat, with good
care, until restored to healtn.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thmisand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, iu New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. All this comes fiom
trusting, without iri^iitrjr, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll, and w hose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
assert urns, in
of thrmstlres. If, therefore,
humbugged, take no man’s
you would avoid
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
MAKE INQUIRY;—It will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets; for. as advertising physicians. in nine cases on. of ten. are bogus, there is
no safetv in trustiug any if them, uules* you know
are.
who and what
Dk M. will send rust, bv enclosing ore
a-* above, a pamphlet ou DISEASES OF WOstamp and on Prirate Ihseases
MEN.
generally, giving full
information, icith the most undoubted references amt
testimonials, without which no advertising
or medicine of this kind is deserving of AST COX*
FI DEM E WHA TEI ER
an >rders by mail promptly attended to. Write
youraddressplainly, and direct to DK MATTISiOi,
dec€ daw lv 3n
as above.

iip

Commercial House Portland, June 16,1862.
introduced the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" iuto mv house, after trial, 1 pronounce it to be
an
and
bed. 1 am using several kiuds
easy
of
bed bottoms, but cousider the Audt‘rson
fully equal if uot better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

Having

no

Remedy

FOR FEMALES.

DK. MATTISONS INDIAN KM MEN AGOG l'E.

perative

SJ C .A. LES!

ll‘@

The Great Indian

GENERAL AGENT.

$>
Figs, Salrmlnn*
my eye seems at all disposed to auuoy me, I give it a
Pturns, I*runes and nai-; ialeratus p lb-6i@ 7c
BUTCHERS’, GROCERS’. DRUGGISTS’, CONdose, and that is an eud of it. I would not be w ithsins be 4> lb, Citron 30
Suit*
FECTIONERS’ and GOLD
IKtssible. by competent physician*.
Do ad rmi.
out it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
buty In bulk 18c, and in
Almonds—.Iordan
th.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
bay* 24c |> 100 lbs.
say, further, thut my wife used to suffer severely at
1
Roll Shell.20 a2ic 'urk's Is., p bhd.
Notwithstanding the foregoing fact* an-known to
times from protracted pain in and over her eye and
Shelled.25 a 30
(8 bus.)..*2 80-S3 25
and nostrum makers.yet, regardsome
quack doctor*
Currants.15 o 16 dverpool.2 50(a8 00
she has found Poor Rich akd’r Eye Water a sovaud
of
ice* ol the life
health
others, there are those
Citron.42 a 45
■dii.none
[From Hon. Josiali II. Drummond.)
among them w ho will even perjure tliemselve*. conereign specific in her case, giving her almost instant
Pea Nuts.
kwka Salt.
I am using the 'Anderson Spring Ifcd Bottom,’ and
none.
tradicting
giving
mercury to their patients, or that it
With
a
of
common-none.
relief,
*r’d
complete
Gratefal
to
Fijrs.
variety
God for the benefit that 1 have
Butter Salt 22 a,
1 am very much pleased with it.
is contained iu their Nostrum*, so that the "usual
New Heme.18cq.' 22
JOSIA11 II. DRUMMOND.
Starch*
lee" may be obtained for professedly curing, or "the
personally received, I cannot hut commend the prepWEIGHING APPARATUS,
Lemons, 4* box. .82 a 2] buty 20 pc ad va/.
Portlaud, July 23,1862.
dollar" or “fraction of it” may lx* obtained for the
aration to all who have been sufferers like myself.
2 50 ’earl.flj®
Oranges— Havana
BY
It
is
Nostrum.
thus
that
are
7?
deceived also,ami
many
Raisins,
P. 8. HENSON,
’otato.3iu 4
[From Hon. I.ot M. Morrill.)
uselessly spend large amount* for experiment* with !
Rlue 4>cask.151 a 16
Shot p 10blbs $9} o 10
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
llavinaused Anderaon* Spring Bed Bottom. I can
&
Rlack.88 Vain
>ro«».$10 id;
it as an excellent article.
recommend
eheerftilly
Residence
1430
DR. L DIX’S
118 Milk Street.
.corner of Batterymarch Street,
Poplar St., Philadelphia.
Ranch 4> box 375a3 87( kick.
LOT M. MORRILL.
Augusta. Aug. 6, 1862.
Laver.3 8t@4 no
tnnerous cert.tieates of a similar character
Son |>*
oiumunicatiou* *acharge* are very moderate,
1‘oston.
Dates.7 a 9c, butu 35 pc ad val.
and
all
on him with the
confidential,
be
furnished.
credly
may
rely
might
-eatbe k (lore's, Trowstrictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
Sold in Portland by EMERY k WATERHOUSE.
Flour—Portland fnsp.
the disease, condition or situation of uuy one, mar"Anderson 8pr}ng Bed Bottom," 1 have purchased
bridge k Smith's ExPoor
Richard**
and
Ear
6
oc25
Water
d
12
37
three
of them at five dollars each, and do most cheertra
No.
1 p lb. ...Ufa 9J
ried or single.
Supertine.86
Fancy.6 37 a6 62 amily do.8J a 81
fhllv recommend them to the public.
Medicines seut by Mail and Express to all part* of
Is truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and !»isExtra.6 75a7 12 Vo.
|
Dr. N. R. BOUTRLL.
the United .State*.
Waterville. May, 1861.
;d 8
eased Eyes, Dim VisioL and Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Family.7 12 a 7 25 •-agleNo.l.61 a 6}
All letter* requiring advice must contain one dollar
7“.
Extra Superior 7 26 o 8 60 kar. 6*d
to insure an auswer.
Noise in the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and N«*ui\. rrviiuck u» luriiisiiru me
•nr.
ociis
in mv
Western extras 7 On a 7 26
Address Dr. L. Dix, No.21 Emlicott street,Boston,
house with the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom," and
astile.12} « 16
ralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
NEW EI> riON OF
family.. .7 25a x 26 rane’a.9 (b9J
Mass.
I take pleasure in recommending this article as the
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
Bostou, .Iu n. 1, 1863.
superior 7 37@8 37 Spier*.
ly
Ohio extra_7 00@7 25 buty: dinger Hoot 6c,
the Water, may bo obtained at the principal Drug I
of the kind with which 1 ain acquainted.
fun.il
fi Ikl
s rji
around dinger 8c, PepA. 11 ABBOTT.
Stores in this city. Prick 25 cents per Bottle. ! mo THE LADIES. The celebrated DR. L.
Canada super No.l. none.
per and Pimento 12c,
Principal of Family School. Little Blue. Farmington.
1
MX particularly invite*all ladies who need a
Tuber 6 Cent*.
HtLouisFa* ltrands.8 a 9 ('tore* 15c, Cassia 10c,
Medical or Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms,No.
Southern III. do do.7; «8j|
Cassia Hud* 20c. CinnaII It. HAY and W. F. I'HILUl'S, Wholesale
HA 1.1. I>. DAVIS.
I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
21 Kudicutt street, Boston, Mass
which they will
Petanuco Family. .10; u il mon 26c, Mare and NutAgents.
one of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms" for the
53
find
Street
arranged for their special accommodation.
4*
Kyo Flour.4fa
megs 30c p lb.
last
three
far
and
must
it
weeks,
surpasses
anyMRS.
say
M.R.
Dr. DIX having devoted over twenty year* to this
BROWN, Proprietor,
Corn Meal .4 fa 4 V < ’a»sia p lb.
dti
«M)t. 27.18fl2.
.45 347o
thing I hail
My wife, who is feeble, has
particular branch of the treatment of all disease* peIluckw't Fl’r \> tb 2oa. 2t' 'lo>e«.83 ia 36
novIS dflm
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia
had
no good rest for six mouths till occupying one of
culiar to female*, it i* uow conceded by all (both in
Grain.
linger, (Race)_80 «81
these beds. She would uot part with it on any acthis country and iu Europe) that he excels all other
Duty Com and Oat* 10c.i linger, (Africa) 30 a31
Kkv. JUllS ALLKN.
count.
known practitioners in the safe, speedy and effectual
Ft/e anti Harley 16c, and >iace.HO «90
Farmington, Feb. 28,18*12.
treatment of all female complaint*.
U'heat 20c |> bu. From Cutmegs.HO a92
Hi*
with
the
medicine* are prepared
express purHr. Province*free.
15.000 Acres of Land—supposed to conVpper. 26 @26
A FTER Twenty Years’experience, and year# ol
The Bed Bottom I bought of you ftillv merits my
R vo.9T>»1 00 *imento.22 @24
pose of removing all diseases, such a* debility, weak- |
tain. on an a\ crape.about five thousand of stumxlL experiment, 1 have at last found the
your high recommenness, unnatural
expectations, ami is ftillv up to
Oats.65 558
enlargements of the
Seed*.
pa sre to an acre, of spruce, hcmlocU and pine, besides
recommend it to all who
dations. I would
womb, also, all discharge- which flow from a morbid
South Yel. Corn. .86 (588 Puff/: Lin teed lOcftAti.,
much hard wood, and a go d growth of young,thriftheir
desire
to
of
tin*
state
blood.
is
now
improve
aleepingapartmcnts.
The Doctor
fully
Corn. Mixed.85 (a 87
Canary *1 \* bu., Mug- ! ts* juniper—a pond or lake, near the centre, o about
AI STAPLES,
to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surFor coloring Hair in the world. I say it
Parley.86 5 90 tartl 8c $> lb.
1000 ncies, with a good water power at its outlet.—
boldly, and
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Sliorts |> ton_£22 «23 ; lords liras**.?2J
mean it.
Ami say further, that if anv one buVs niv
Augusta. April 16. 1862.
gically. all diseases of the tetuale sex, aud they are
: This pond flows, by the
ahont
dam,
1000
acres
(S2f
present
Fine. Fn.-d.25 *27
of meadow, w hich can be put into grass, to great adDye, and alter try ing, does not like if. I will refund
respectfully invited to call at
Western < loverj l".-& 11
the money on returning me the bottle with one hall
(•rin«tMnnt>«(
i led Top.s?3 '« 3i I vantage. bv withdrawing the flow age.
No. 21 EmlictfM Street, Boston.
Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom."
its contents.
Duty /innr/h—-free.
The Mill is but a short distance from tide water,
Jn wed.3 @
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
All letters inquiring advice must contain one dol1 do not wish to sell it to any rebel, or rebel symRough, p ton.
where the Humber is loaded.
£17320 t .'•nary .3J@ 4
of such an article: and I believe it to be superior to
lar to ensure an answer.
Dressed .8*335
This property by mortgage fell into the hands of
pathizer.
anything of the kind now in use.
Sutfiir.
Bostou. Jau. 1. 1803.
CSn ii i»«wdir.
Agents can be supplied at wholesale prices by adeodly
Ihe present owners, who reside at a distance, and the
Kkv. E. HAWKS.
Waterville, April 12,1882.
>ufy: Met oriole,noDahorc
Duty Valued at le** than Xn. 12 24c, altar* Xn. 12
land w ill be sold at an immense bargain to any one
dressing
20c t> lb fle, over 20c 6c
JOHN M. TODD, Portland, Me.
who has the faculty and inclination to manage it.
and not dboveXb Bc,abore
Testimonials similar to the above have been reOct. 23.d& w tf.
%> tb and 20 |>c ad rat.
For further information applv to Col. .I. L. LawXo. 1 r» and not alto re 20 1
ceived from the proprietors of the following public
DOLE &
Blasting.£44@ 5 34c. aItore Xo. 20 and rerence, or to
LEVI BARTLETT A CO.,
houses—
1
Rifle and Sporting.6f a. 7ii fined 4c f> fb.
declfl dlaw8w
No. 2 Long Wharf, Boston*.
Penobsot Exchange. Bangor.
GEXERA
L
liny*
'oitland A.9f
Franklin House. Bangor.
HOMESTEADS
FOR $20.
Presss’d
net T.£14 517
do.
AA
9Z
Skowhegan House. Skowhegan.
Vermont
Rutter.
Loose.16 5 17
do.
Yellow.
1
Lewiston House. Lewiston.
II idea nnd Skill a.
I Ixtrn Yellow.not
mHK MISSOURI LAND COMPANY hare pur*
TUBS Prime, for sale bv
House, Winthrop.
JL chased from the llannihnl ft St. .Joseph Railroad
Duty 10 pc ad ral.
Itiscovado.1°2 all
AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
£0
J. F. WEEKS A CO.
Elmwood House. Watcrville.
Slaughter Hides.. 6l5'7lc
do.
in bond.H| »h
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
Litchfield Corner House.
Calf skins.11313 I Invana Brown...
the
adjoining
.10|@12
flourishing town of llniailton, Caldwell
Stoddard House. Farmington.
THItOlUII TICKETS
Calcutta Cow—
do.
White
.12? a 131
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,
Revere House, Vassal boro.
and have divided their property into lots and farms.
Slaughtered .1 8032001 >ow Orleans. 10?,a 134
Hallowell House. Hallowell.
NEW
YORK.
PHILADELPHIA.
BALTIGreen Salt.1 6051 75 < rushed.14 r/14 4
are offered to subscribers in shares of S20 each
No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,
They
China
House. China.
MORE and WASHINGTON, and to all parts of
I>ry.12051 30 ( mutilated.14 fal44
Maps, with full information, can be had by caJlingon
Franklin House. Augusta.
the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. all
1 'owdored.14 @141
Sheep Pelts,Gr’n.955
PORTLAND, Mr.
Cnshnoe
tin* most popular routes and at the lowest /losfon
House. Augusta.
EDWARD SHAW. Agent.
Sheep Pelta, Dry 75C^1 00; Tnllow.
Abbott’s School Farniiugton.
tor sale by
W. I). LITTLE, Agent.
FRANKLIN C MOODY.
!
ANDREW T. DOLE.
h >ut y: Tallow 1 \fc, Soap 1 rates,
102 Mipplu SrUKtT, PoUTI.AKP.
Eaton
Oat. 2.
dtf
Boys’ Boarding School, Kent's Hill.
Office 31 Exchange St.
I
uue
Juue'Jo.
eudtf
dif
|ull7d& wGm
—

[Copyright secured.)

granted October, 1862.

mills desirable mechanical arrangement has now
A been in use a sufficient length of time to shi w
that it gives eutire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all other* in
the .S/tring Uni department, embracing a little more
of their excelrencies, and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and yet so recuas to bring itself into ptace with great facility. It is adapted To the invalid, the aged and old.
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted stroug and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

AND NOS-

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
No. 74 Middle, comer of Exchange Street.
sept Iff f

SPRING BED BOTTOM!

Through tlicjgnorance of the Quack Doctor.know-

—

Falls.

LITTLE,
^»knt,
Ofiler 31 Eremingr Street.
money by securing tickets at this

June 23.

loug experience, practice and ob-

other remedy. he relies u|H>n Mercury, and
give* it to all hi* patient* in pills, atop*. Ac.,'so the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, add* to hi* socalled Extracts, Specific, Antidote. Ac., both reiving
upon it* effect* in curing a few in a hundred, it is
trumpeted iu various way* throughout the land: but
alah ! nothing i* said of the balance: some of w horn
•lie. others grow worse, and are left to linger and suffer for months or years. unfil relieved or cured, if

Niagara

W. D.

ollice.

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special disease*, and LKH* a* to their cure. Some exhibit
forged diploma* of Institution* or Colleges, which
never existed in any part of the world: other* exhibit diploma* of the dead, how obtained, ui known;
not oulv assuming and advertising in mime* of those
inserted in the diplomas, hut to further their
tion assume names of other most celebrated
cian* long since deud. Neither be deceived by

ing

and

This road is broad quags and is provided with
New aud Spleudid Sleeping ( ars.
UN'" Ticket# sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

DIX|

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS
TRUM MAKERS.

rpiIE

RAILWAY.

Via BurrALo, Dunkirk,

DYE!

market has been flooded fbr years with diflerM. ent article* called Hair Dye*, which have never
satisfied the expectation* oi purchaser*. The vi
plus ultra has been reached at last in TODD'S
HAIK DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contain*
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beaut ifhl rich brown or black color. Directions for
using
—which are vepr simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd's Lux Sofia Hair Dye over
all others is, you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using tbe dye, and there i* but
one kind to be used, and that can lx*
put on the same
as oi! and water, without any trouble, unliko all other dves that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiar!v
adapted for coloring ladies' hair, because vou do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
all other dye*, it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Hive this new article a trial, aa we
know you will use no other after once using this.
Iy For sale only at

BY THE

ERIE

further their imposition, copy from Medical books
much that is written of the qualities and effects of
different herb* aud plants, and ascribe all the same
to their Fills. Extracts, Specifics. Ac
most of w hich,
if not all, contain Mercury
because of the ancient
j belief of it* "curing everything," hut now known
j to "kill more than is cured." and those not killed,
constitutionally injured lor life.

In the

HAIR

To Chicago, Cincinnati. Cleveland. Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Ix>ns,
New' Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH "WEST,

his office.

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through false certificates and references, and recommendations of their medicine* by the dead, w ho cannot expose or contradict them; or who, beside*, to

out success, and I entertained the purpose, as a last
resort, of having the ball taken out pi its socket, in

These celebrated Scale? aro still made by the original inventor?, (ani> only by them.) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.

at

TODD’S LUX SOLIS

imposiphysi-

Philadelphia, Oct.
injuries received In my right eye. when a
a
boy, chronic inflammation had been produced, in
consequence of which 1 suffered constant martyrdom.
Every moment of my waking life wes embittered, and 1 was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to w ith-

Standard

Hams.8 (a.9c
Pity Smok'd Hams. 9,a 10

rare

From

«13j

.«>

and

operations, putting to blush the old systems
quite as often done harm
as good.
Below wc give the certificate of Rev. 1’. S.
Pastor
of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
IIknron,
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they niav learn more of its practical
of treatment, which have

the'X^m

THROUGH TICKETS

UNFORTUNATE!
be not robbed and arid to your sufferings in being deceived by tin- lying boasts, misrepresentations, false

ful in its

..12yd

Ex I’rime.13

new

so

XyDr. Boynton, having Bill instruction from Dr.
Colton for generating and admin iatering
tnma Oxide, or Exhiteroting (ioa, is now ready ltr
administer this t.as to those who
may wish to inhale
it for the cure of Neuralgia. Diseased Lungs. Ac.
nov»
dA w 6m7

C. J. BRYDCES, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1. 1862.
a6dtf

sen

AFFLICTED

Poor Kicliiirtl's Eye an<l Ear Water

rree.

tained through
atiou.

erysipelas,disease*

summer.

proudly refer® to Professor® and respectable Physicians—marry of whom consult him iu critical cases,
because ot his acknowledged skill and reputation, at-

atSl yet

THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightful(*er ton Soft.1 7f»d 1 78 |
ly situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one of the most
Hard.1 0i>dl <3
J round..5OUta.550 \ inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
large cities.
Pro* i«ion«.
The 8 AO a da HOCK fa one of the finest, most
spabiity Href and Port lc,
cious. and best appointed Hotels in the .State, located
Lard, Hnron and Hams
within thwe minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
‘lc. Puffer and ( hee*e 4c
Post
Lauding,
Office, Custom House. Ac., being di'h'go MesaBeef.$12 a 14
rectly iu the business centre of the City.
Portland do.
13
l”tl'd ext. do.
Term* Moderate by tbe Week or Day.
.14'a.14 J
I’ork. extra clear. 17 a is
Bath. June 23, 1802.
dtf
I’ork, clear. 10 (a 17
I’ork, mww. 16 a loj
I’ork, extra do
13jalti
I’ork. l’rime. 11 d ll!
FAIRBANKS’
i/:

any person hesitate applying
DR. DIX

impor-

PIhmIc r.

rui

Electricity

1NROX

SIXTEEN YEARS
engaged in treatment of Special diseases, a fact so
well known to many Citizen*.Publishers, Merchants,
Hotel Proprietors, &c.t that he is much recommended, and particularly to
STRANGERS AN D TRAVELLERS.
To avoir! and escape Imposition of Foreign and Native Quacks, more numerous iu Boston than other
large cities,

lected.

Lead.10 a)

Dr. Boynton's operation* and cures on these delicate organs have been most successful, and many of
them of a remarkable character. Dr. B. having'tested the advantages of
for the past fifteen
>ears, upon thousands of patients in lliiladelnbia
and other cities of the United States, is
prepared to
treat all diseases of whatever nature with nnriran. fi
anreeaa.
The following are among the diseases which
Dr. B. has been eminently successful in
treating:
Catarrh, consumption, chronic catarrh, diseases of
the throat, ulceration, asthma, bronchitis, diseases of
the lungs in all their forms, gravel in all its forms,
diseases of urinary organs, diabetes, incontinence of
the urine, dropsy, blindness, amaurosis, cataract,
scrofulous-ophthalmia, ulcers of long standing, mercurial sores, tumors, scrofula in all Its forms, cancer,
of the skin, canker, piles, hemorrhoids, liver complaint, dyspepsia, disease* of the
kidneys, stone. Ac., all spinal diseases, curvatures,
hip diseases, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism in all its
forms, deafness, muscular. contraction, white swelling*. all uterine weaknesses, leucorrtura, iuor albus,
white*, fit*. To the above might be added a long list
of disease* which Dr. B. has treated with equal success.
All FEMALE COMPLAINTS treated with
success, care and strict attention.
D. B. has many testimonials of important recoveries under his treatment, which can be seen
by calling
ou him at his rooms.

November 1st, 1,862, to May 1st, 1868, the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed bet ween October 1st,
1862. and May l*f. 1863.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next Mimmer. but in consequence of change* in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take lire wood from certain places on the line. *o
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that they willdosoat their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice w ill be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

IS THE ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN ADVKUTISiaO IN BOSTON.

Ear, and yet

BATH, MAINE.

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR.

and Fridavs.

Notice to Wood aud Lumber Merchant*.

tnlA/fi (insert* (and it cannot be contradicted.exsept
by quacks,w ho will say or do anything, even perjur e
themselves, to impose upon patient?) that he

tant to health and comfort than the Eye and
none are less understood or more neg-

SAOADAIIOCK llOI'ME,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor.

.8 «81
3 a. 31

count can

Surgeon.

No. 369 CoirrriM Street, Portland, Be.
Where he will Ireet all clarae* of Diaeaeee
br application of Electricity and the noit
approved remedies.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Supply-

PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 Emlicott street, Itostou, Mass.,
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
oilier
Recollect, the ONLY entrance to liis Office is
Nr*. 21, having no connection with his r!*s<idpnce,consequently no family interruption, so that on no ac-

WATER!

‘V’O Organs of the human system

dtf

Mondays

and

tniDIMCl AMD ovncs

Phillip*.
Passengers lor this route w ill take the cars at the
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON. Snp't.
farmington May 6, 1862.
june28dtf

DR. L. DIXS

1*00It RICIIARIES

88G, Washington St., Bath.
•.•Terms $1 per day. Stable
with house.
Bath. June 23,1862.

on

BOYNTON,

Electrop&thic Physician

and

Mercurial A Hectic *; Eruptions and all Diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers ofthe Nose, • hroat and Body Pimon the Face; Swellings of the Joints; Nervousm»*s; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth,
aud tho more ad winced ai all ages, of
BOTH SEXES. SINGLE OR MARRIED.

3?in-'W'orm Syrup

BLISS, Proprietor.

DH. H. I.

Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon

ples

DR. E. <■. GOI LD’S

pleas-

days, returning

icincs,
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effect® and consequence®;
SPECIAL AII.MKNT8 AN D SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married uud Single Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;

informs the

he holds out to those whose business
call them to the “Forest City.”

ure

ELECTROPAraiC INSTITUTE.

physician,

on

ments

dec 10 eodAw6ni26

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

WILL BE FORFEITED BY DR. L.
*" "
DIX if failing to cure in less time than
Lj *
more effectually and permaany other
nently, witn less restraint from occupation or fear of
exposure to all weather, with safe and pleasant med-

juil—d&wtfS

OFFICE

ARRANGEMENT.

dec22 aly

ing Agent.

HOUSE/’

public that he has leaded the above House,
Federal Street, Portland, *id invite*
the t r»i
mm in unity to rail and see it
he knows "how to keep a hotci." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t tble, attentive servants and moderate charges are the induce-

PRINCIPAL KALES

Baldwin,

Stage leave* Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursday* and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfield; returning
opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay tor East Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesdays and Satur-

Philadelphia.

Portland.

&3T*Send stamp for Circular.

REFER TO
few well known gcutlcincn aud physicians who
WE

j

e

Whose Ilair requires frequent dressing tl e Z) lobalwunum ha* no equal
No lady's toilet
is complete without It.
Sold by Druggist* throughout the World.

JMBB

City.

sanity
cured.

Yov "LttA'ves. vvwA CYvvXArcw

On and after Monday, Mar 6, 186*2,
will leave Portland for Lewiston
ami Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
I/eave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Hniuswick, at 9.16 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11 46 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

have tried the Wine:
Gen. Winfield Scott.USA. I I)r. Wilson, 11th st.,NY.
Gov Morgan, N Y State. | Dr Ward. Newark. N.J.
Dr.J.R.Chilton,N.Y.City, Dr. Doughertv, Newark,
Dr. Parker. N. Y.
N.J
Drs. Darcy & NicholI.New- | Dr. Marcy, New York,
ark. N.J.
j Dr. pa 1st,
ttTNone genuine without the signature of "ALFRED 8PEER, Passaic, N. J.," is over the cork of
each bottle.
ZTTUIKE OS E TRIAL OF TUI< WISE.
For sale by Druggists and all first class dealer®.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
VtxkyARP—Passaic, New Jersey.
Office—208 Broad wav. New York.
JOHN LA FOY. Paris,
Agent for France and Germany.
Sold in Portland by II. H. 11 AY,Druggist,

wcii

Street.Boston.

undersigned respectfully

Rot nets directly upon the r< < t« rf the Hidr, givirg
them the natural nrurl*hmn»t rr qnlr« <1 j r >dw mg the
tuuie vitality and luxurious quantity ua in y< nth.

BUMMER

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and is
admired for its rick. Dcculiar flavor, and nutritive
properties, imnarting h !i«*altliy tone to the digestive
organ*. :• ud a blooming, soft aud healthy skin and

During his practice he
has treated thousand* of cases, and in no instance
has ho mot with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, al his office, 6 Temple street. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, 585. First Class. 177 to 1*92—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and return tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's F’air, out and
back, 5186.
Apply to Edmonstone. Allan k Co.. Montreal,or to
J. b. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23.1862.
dtf

“ELM

--ijirtiiijUTBP On and after Monday, November 10,
rains will leave as follows, until further
JLt'jT*”

ani)ro8((h;(;in railroad.

medical properties superior
use, and an excellent article for
any
all weak and debilita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, ami beuefitting ladies
and children.
A LADIES’ WINE.

delicacy.

<

TH E

Its Original Youthful Color
\\ vs. vvo\ W

physicianspossessing
other wines in
to

Infirmary.

Hair

Urey

TO

Hiram. Liinington, Brownfield,
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,
Ac.. Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
•South Limington, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Newfield, Parson sfield, Effingham, I reedom,
Ossipee,
Madison. Eaton, Limington, Cornish, Porter. Ac.
nov 13
DAN CaRPEN 1 ER. Sup’t.

SPEER'S WINE
Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure,
from tile Jtriee of tho Portugal Bambnei grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Homer and

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
A M E RI (’ A N, N O R W EG IA N. J l R A,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON, NONA MuJIAN— will sail from Qm l c
•
y Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passenger* leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States maRs, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

--—

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Falls,

It imparts a healthy action of the (.Hands, Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very beneficial in Dropsy,(.out
and Rheumatic Affections.

im. in oiiev

Mail Line.

Weekly

IT KEVKF FAILS

To Restore

Saccarappa

AS A TONIC

ZV State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELECTKIC MACHINES.
eod&wtoctl

Eclectic yiedicnl

It soft, *!Iky and glossy, and disposing it to
remain In any desired
position ; qnic ly cl*un«ing the
'ralp, nrrc«t!ng the fnll and imparting a healthy and
natural color to the Hair.

£,ver

It I as no equal, causing an appetite and building
up
the system, being entirely a pure wine of a most valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,

LARD OIL,

usually kept

Rendering

orders:
for Portland at 6.36 and 9.16 A. M. and
o
3.30
P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M., and
2.00 and 5.15 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9.15 A.M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with
passenger
cars attached.
dailv for Sooth WindStages connect at
ham. Windham Centre and Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish,
Steep

the

Europe for its medicinal and beneficial
qualities as a gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent physicians,
used in European and American Hospitals,'and by
some of the first families in Europe and America.

DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL,

use

celebrated in

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
AND

ZYLOBALSAMUM,
grent uneqnalled Preparations for
Restoring. Invigorating, Henatifylng
and Dressing the Hair,

The

York Sc Cunilterlaad Railroad.

-ALSO-

European

••

Tent

Drugs,

AND FANCY GOODS.

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

3]

a

Pure

MONTREAL

#

Litharge.10g
Red

Au*u«t» fur llnth. Pnrtlnnd and Boston, at 10.46 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad lor Lewiston, Livermore
Falls, Wilton and
* arnungton
■ ..■aro Portland for Bath and Atmnsta at 1.00P
M.,
oontiectiug with the Androscoggin traimi at Hrunswiek lor Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and Farniinjzton; and at Augu.u win, the Somemet k Kennebec Railroad for \ assalboro', Walerville Kendall’s Mills and Skowbegau ami at Kendall’s Mills
with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Burnham. Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for ail the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and .Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, RRACBS,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, tfc.

_dtf

12]

Kng. Yen. Red_3

lows:

Stages leave Bath daily at 3.00 I*. M., for Wiscaseet, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland
and Tboniaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B. II. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov. 16. 1802.
nov!8

are

181 Hanover

2{c
f

Rochelle Yellow

Chemicals,

On and after Wednesday, Nov. 19th,
1863, passenger trains will lt*a\c* as fol-

r2;

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERRMERY,

Formerly Mansion House—conducted on
the
plan. 1 lie subscriber has
,-ased the above lloiw, and newly furnished it
throughout. '1 he House is now open to the public.
A. 1*. MOItltlSON, Proprietor.
dec27

2}

Navy, S’r.

Steamships

■LACsmnE hoi sr,

Soda.6|

3. 89

fast

H OTELS.

jc

10. 61

and

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
ami SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for pasM-ugors, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable ronte for travellers between Now York
and Maine. Passage 55,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.

Turpentine

No.
No.

splendid

requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M., on the day that tliep
leave Portland.
For tjeight or passage apply to
EMfJRY k FOX. Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H
B ( ROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6.18 12.

Supr

"

*

GENUINE MEDICINES,

LINE.

••

French Zinc,
Amer. Zinc,

Fine

MEDICAL.

and Portlandr.r.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

USE.

-DKALKIl IN-

run as

John.
Shippers

I*
80 a lit.
Shingle*, Cod. ext 2jg 3
do.
No.l 2 g 2*
do. ext. Pine 3.' a 3f
1 0 in 1 25
Laths, Spruce
do. Pine.125 a 180 \
Red oak .Staves
30 a35
|
Mol. Ilhd. Shooks
Sc I lead®, city 27&S 287
do. city 275tt2 87
do. do. c’trv.l2.Vo;150
BreenCo’v sa’d 1100 « 1 20
Country l:if! Mol.
Ilhd. Shooks.. 1 35a 1 50
"dash.125 a 160

Ravens.45c®
Portland, No. 3. .90 s

PHYSICIANS*

For Females, I I'eakly Persons ttml Invalid*

“('llESAl’EAKK.” ('apt. Willett,
and
“PARKERSBURG,” (a plain
Huffman, will, until further notice,

CASEY'S U. s'.

AT VERY LOW PRICES Foil THE TIMES!

are

i &r.

Drug* imd Dye*.
i Duty- p lb Oil Cinna-

kenm:bi:<

PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,
FOR

)ATS.

SEMI-WEEKLY

Pipe.. lOJftlo]

» t.hi

V,

OP Choice < )porto (rrape,

l*ortl:in<l siikI Kcw Vork SK-iuiM-is.

.lava p lb.35 ®30* LumlH'r-From yard.
6t. Domingo.80 (®31 Clear Fine. No. 1.§38 ft
do.
No.2 34 ft
| Rio .32 (® 33
do.
No.3 24 ft
Mocha.None.
do.
No. 4 .14 ft
i'urdn«(e.
ManilTarred2*c,
Lumber.17
| Duty:
Shipping
ftl8
la 24, all other 34 p tb. Spruce.10 ftll
American p lb
l3)®14| Hemlock.8 ft 10
Russia Hemp.10to. 17 Box Sh'ko, (cash) 48 ah5c

1

A

....

STEAM

Duty 30 pc ad rat.
New York. light 28 ft30c
do. n.d. wts.. .30 «31
®12
Country.—10)® 11 do. heavy.30 :o31
do. slaughter. .32 ft34
i uni—(Retail.)
Amor. Cttllkkinp. .76 ft86
Duty From Hr. Provinces free, other foreign Hi- Sl’ter Wax Loath. 19 ft 20
Lend,
tumenous #1 10. all other kinds 00c P ton.
Duty /‘it/ lie l> tb.
Cumbcrl'd pu>u.#10J@ll Am. Fig p loon>.§94ft 95
IV hi teas h.10®
Foreign Fig.91ft 95
Sheet and
Lehigh.10®
Linir,
Franklin. 10®
Dutu 10 Pc ad rat.
('•tree.
cask.. .68 ft75c
lb.
5c
Rockland,
p
Ihtty:

do.

II

him;.

JUNCTION OF FUSE AND MIDDLE STS.,

('hrrie.
4c p lb.
Vermont p lb. ...11

Manilla .18t®14
Bolt rope, Russia I0y®17)
Manilla. 14 a 15
do.

II.

sAMitni

sPEEiris

Hard, retail.88 @

! Duty
1

II.

5?

English. IPrints,
DRESS GOODS,

We

4^

(leruian Steel_It a 16
bushf2 50all75 Lnglixh|B)i*.Steel. 16 ft 17
Pea.2 7&®800 Spring.9 ft 10
Blue Pod.2 37 a,2 02 Sheet Iron.
5Jft 6|
Sheet Iron,HuKKia. 17 ftl8
( niKlIen.
hufy Sperm and Wax Sc. do Hus im’t.. 13 ftl4
I jfi rtf.
Steanne 5c, Tallow 2)c
Barrel, p tb.lOjftlO]
p lb.
Mould p lb.13Jc@14 Kegs, p tb.lo; ft lie

••

Dry

.4,0,

1.71

SON,

STORE-

-HAVE--

-A

Coiniuou.3Jft 3J

!h, ('nrrants.

undersigned would inform hi* old frienrls
and the public, that after an absence of twentvflve years, he has returned to his native place and

rurchased
be

/‘ig and Stamp SC,
liar in it ej < ding §50 p
ttm rat nr §17 p ton, exceeding §50 p ton §18,
less than $ inch thick or
more than 7 inches wide,
rounds less than 4 inch
or more than 4 inches in
diameter, anti st/uares
less than k inch or more
than i inches square S20,
Railroad §12 60, /toiler
and /‘/ate §25 p ton,
Sheet 2«2jc p lb and
§3 a,5 p Ion.

—

Ol.ri Jokes.—Boswell is supposed to have
gathered up and embalmed all the good things
which his hero said, but lie lias not recorded
the fact that one evening Goldsmith told a story
"««"U

Duty

Engl.

a

menu : no less

ron.

Jielined

P lb.

RAILROADS.

MEDICAL._

Tobncco.
Duty !,< arts uumnnn ortun t! 25, all other kinds
lib pc oil rot.
6's& io'i best br’ds.70 <g75c
do.
medium. .05 (afi8
do.
coininon.00 «02
half lbs best br'ds.78 u 80
do. mod. good .05 a.70
do. common...60 ia<52
Natural Leaf, tbs. 81 ;<e 1]
Zinc*
Fancy, in Foil.1$@ 2 Duty: In blocks nr pigs
Tin.
ljc. in sheets 2c p n>,
Duty: Pig 15c, Plates 26 manufactures of 30 pc
ad
rat.
ad
val.
pc
Ranca, cash.48c® 44 Pigs and slabs.SI'S' 5i
Slie»e,t
>.osslmann. llj'o.12
®42
cash.40
Straits,
l*latea-Char.I.<\812i;a 18 Sheathing.90 (ffi
Kxehn n«e.
l.X. .15 a 16
do.
Coke.112^12 London—60d. 148 (® 163
W 00*1.
Paris../3 82jfa3 90

Ben n«».
Marrow p

genuine pleasure in seeing them made the victims of practical jokes.
The late King and Queen of Prussia, says t lie

your guess,

p \h.
First Soil, 1M2... I t ft 15
I

6c

Store.10 ®17 Cast Steel.22 ft24

a

draft on each other's
purae, for the bene lit of a lucky soldier. The
it
is
of
pleasant.
following sketch
The King was in the habit of breakfasting
with
the
Queen in her boudoir.
every morning
On one occasion his majesty remarked a pretty, simple morning cap lying on his royal consort's work tablc.und, taking it up, lie asked,
looking at the Queen; “What may be the
cost ?”
Queen Louisa hesitated for a moment, and
then said merrily, “What use is there in toiling you? All men think every article of ladies’
dress loo dear."
Frederick William was only the more stimulated iu his inquiry, and the Queen in her
bantering refusal’, till at lengtli the King prevailed ; and she laughingly exclaimed:
“Well, if your curiosity must be satisfied, it
cost four dollars,” (twelve shillings sterling.)
“A monstrous deal of money tor such a little thing," cried the king with affected seriousness; anil, as it happened that an invalid noncommissioned officer passed at the moment
the open window of the boudoir, the King
called him in, and receiving the old soldier’s
respectful salute, held up the cap, dangling between his finger* and thumb, before the eyes
of the astonished veteran, asking, “And how
much think you might this affair cost?”
“Begging your Majesty’s nardou,” began
the invalid, in a deprecatory tone, “the like of
us does not understand such matters; but
mnch it could not cost it is so small—perhaps
ten or twelve groschens*!”
“Groschens!" repeated tiie King in a tone
of assumed displeasure, “you are quite out iu

Duty

Swede.6ft 6|
Family p lb..22 @24c Norway.64ft 7

Expensive Jesting.
are
often fond of jesting, and

Leisure Hour, made

Hop*.

MEDICAL.

Ottou .Sail.S3 @S5c
!• lax
.40 (aj
I'aleiug.45 a50
He mp
42 ia 50
India .:. 20v*e 25
Vn r iiImH*
Furniture.£2 fa) 3
e 'oacli.3 j tv 6
Ha in a r.3 '/a; 4
Wool.
Duty: Costing 18c p lb
and under 5 pc*, over lSc
to 24c p lb 3c, orer 24c
9c V> lt».
Fleece.45 fa 55c
Lambs.45 @63
<

Hyson.76c® 81
Young Hyson.,. .76 (eg 1
Oolong.07 1*^80
Souchong.60 ''0,55

l’uxes to January 14.

lor the

10 pc is leried on all
chanuise not imported direef from the place qf product ion or growth.
A »lar»«
huttf 10 pc ad ral.

manly youth and maiden
sat bv a purling brook,
But sad her mien, and laden
With sorrow every look.

humbler people find

Tens.
Duty: 20c

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

A

Monarch*

*•
Stork 10 pc aft val.
Soft.
.4j(a 6
American refined .8f@ 9c Twine*
Rough.b%zy 6 Duty 36 pc ad val.

MARKETS._

__

|

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.
to

theTadies.
invites all Ladles who

HUGHES particularly
Drneed
medical adviser, to call at his
will flud
5
a

rooms.

No.

arranged for
they
their especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrival-

Temple Street,

which

led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a abort time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
vain
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the countrv with Bill directions,

by addressing
No. 5

Temple Street,

corner

t)U. HUGHES.
Middle, Portland.

of

N. B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience iu constant attend-

own sex.

ance.

julldawtft

